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PREFACE 
The present thesis entitled "Certain Problems of Homogeni-
zation and Quasi-variational Inequalities" is an outcome of the 
studieo made by the author at the Department of Mathematics^ 
Aligarh Muslim University^ Aligarhj India^ during the last five 
years. The theory of variational inequalities was introduced 
by Q. fichera and Q. Stampaochia^ independently, in early six-
tees to study the problems in potential theory and mechanics 
respectively. In the formulation of a variational inequality, if 
the underlying set depends upon the solution itself^ then the 
variational inequality is Known as quasi-variational inequality 
which was introduced and studied by A. Bensoussan, M. Goursat and 
J.L. Lions [7] in early seventees. Most of the boundary value 
problems can be formulated in the form of variational inequali-
ties and their generalizations. 
Homogenization deals with the partial differential equations 
of physics in heterogenous materials with a periodic structure, 
when the characteristic length of the period tends to zero. The 
first series of papers on homogenization were given by E.Sanchez-
palencia in early seventees, in which a formal study of asymptotic 
methods was given. The problems of homogenization of perforated 
media were studied by L. 'T-artar. Famous French mathematician 
J.L. lions and his co-workers like G. Stampacchia, (7,. Duvaut, 
U. Mosco, R. Glowinskiy C. Baiocchi, A. Bensoussan, G. Papanico-
laou, U. Sanchez-Palencia, D. Cioranescu^. E.J. Paulin and M. 
Vanninathan are responsible for development of the theories of 
variational, quasi-variational inequalities and homogenization. 
In the recent past, strongly nonlinear 'variational inequalities, 
vector variational inequalities, variational-like inequalities, 
generalized quasi-variational inequalities, generalized multivalued 
^^ ' 
variational inequalities and the problems of homogenization of 
media with and without holes have been studied by Cohen [22]^ 
Boor [59-72]^ Lin [48], Chen [17], Chen and Yang [19], Parida, 
Sahoo and Kumar [7 8], Siddiqi and Ansari [89-91], Isao [42], 
Chang and Haung [16], Lions [50,51] and Vanninathan [96-98]. 
The main objeotive of this thesis is to generalize some 
well known results of var^ious classes of variational and quasi-
variational inequalities in appropriate spaces by using the 
different techniques. Besides, a problem of homogenization with 
perforated media has also been studied. In Chapter I, we have 
given a brief survey of variational and quasi variational inequa-
lities and homogenization theory. We have also reviewed all 
the basic definitions, notations and results which are used in 
subsequent chapters. Chapter II deals with the existence of 
solutions of nonlinear variational inequalities with friotional 
term in the setting of reflexive Banaoh spaces and Hausdorff 
topological vector spaces. The existence of solution of a vec-
tor variational inequality problem in the setting of refl&xive 
Banach spaces is also studied. In Chapter III, we have studied 
the existence theory of variational-like inequalities with and 
without convexity assumption in the setting of reflexive Banach 
spaces and E-Banach'spaces by using the KKM theorem and genera-
lized Minty lemma. In Chapter IV^ we have introduced a new 
class of quasi-variational inequalitiee with frictional term 
and developed the algorithms to obtain the approximate solution 
of this class of quasi-variational inequalities. We have also 
proved that the approximate solution obtained by our algorithm 
converges to the exact solution, besides, sensitivity analysis 
of such class of quasi-variational inequalities is also discussed 
in this chapter. In Chapter V, we introduced a more general form 
of generalized variational inequalities for multivalued mappings 
and developed an algorithm to find the approximate solution of 
this class of variational inequalities. We also proved that 
this approximate solution converges to the exact solution. 
Sensitivity analysis for this class of variational inequalities 
for multivalued mappings is also studied. The results presented 
in this chapter extend a number of known results, The main 
objective of Chapter VI is to study the asymptotic behaviour of 
a boundary value problem in perforated media with a doubly 
periodic structure by using the multi-scales method. This 
boundary value problem is the simplest model of composite 
materials. The results obtained here generalize the results of 
J.L. Lions [50]. 
Most of the results of this thesis have been presented in 
the Annual Conferences of Indian Mathematical Society and 
Symposia, sponsored by the University Grants Commission, Govt, 
of India. Five papers based on the research contained in this 
thesis have been communicated for publication in reputed journals 
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CHAPTER I 
P R E L I M I N A R I E S 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Variational inequality- theory was introduced by Stampacchia 
[92] and Fichera [34] in the early 1960's to study the problem in 
potential theory and mechanics respectively. The first general 
theorem for existence and uniqueness of solution of variational 
inequality was proved by Lions and Stampacchia [52] in 1967. 
Since then, this subject has been developed and studied in seve-
ral directions using new and powerful methods, see for example, 
Barbu [4], Brezis [12], Bensoussan [6], Bensoussan and Lions [8] 
Cottle, Giannessi and Lions [25], Glowinski [36,37], Glowinski, 
Lions and Tremolieres [38], Kinderlehrer and Stampacchia [45], 
Lions [49], Mosco [54] and Noor [59-72]. Most of the problems 
of physics and mechanics have been formulated in the form of 
variational inequalities, see for example, Duvaut and Lions [30], 
Bensoussan and Lions [8,9], Baiocchi and Capelo [3], Crank [24], 
Hlavacek, Haslinger and Necas [40], Kikuchi and Oden [44], 
Panagiotopoulous '[76] , Rodrigues [80] and the references therein. 
Quasi variational inequality is an important generaliza-
tion of variational inequality, introduced and studied by 
: 2 
Bensoussan, Goursat and Lions [7]. For further details we refer to 
Bensoussan and Lions [8,9], Baiocchi and Capelo [3], Mosco [54], 
Noor [63,67,69], Chan and Pang [15], Shih and Tan [86], Tan [93] 
and references therein. 
The homogenization method for the study of composite materials 
is based on the study of periodic solutions of partial differential 
equations and their asymptotic behaviour as the period tends to 
zero. It is fitted"for the study of composite materials with 
periodic structure, and it may also be taken as a model of other 
composite materials. 
The first series of papers on homogenization were Sanchez-
Palencia [82,83,84] where only a formal study relevant of asympto-
tic methods was given. This has developed very rapidly as some 
well known mathematicians of the present decade like E. Sanchez-
Palencia, A. Bensoussan, J.L. Lions, G. Papanicolaou, M. Biroli, 
L. Boccjardo, E. De Giorgi, S. Spagnolo, L. Tartar, D. Cioranescu 
and F. Murat, have been actively involved in its study (see[2,10, 
11,14,20,21,27,50,51,55,56,85,94, 96-98]]l. 
In Section 1.2 we review the various notations, definitions 
and well known results which are essential for presentation of 
results in the subsequent chapters. Most of these definitions 
and results are available in details in Baiocchi and Capelo [3], 
RLnderlehrer and Stampacchia [45], Siddiqi [87], Ky Fan [31], 
: 3 : 
Lin [48], Horveth [41], Bardaro and Ceppitalli [5] and Chen and 
Yang [19]. Section''1.3 deals with a brief survey of variational 
and quasi variational inequalities while a brief introduction on 
homogenization theory is given in Section 1.4. 
1.2. FUNDAMENTAL TOOLS OF FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
In this section we present some basic notations, definitions 
and known results of functional analysis which will be used in 
the proof of results given in the stibsequent chapters. 
Let X be a reflexive Banach space with its dual X*. The 
pairing between X* and X is denoted by <.,.>. Let K be a 
nonempty subset of X. We denote by Conv { }, the con-
vex hull of any finite subset {u,,Up,...,u } of K, and by 2 a 
family of all nonempty subsets of X. 
DEFINITION 1.2.1: A mapping A : K -> X* is said to be 
(i) monotone ^ if 
<A(u)-A(v) ,u-v> _> 0, for all u,v e K ; 
(ii) strictly monotone, if 
<A(u)-A(v) ,u-v> = 0 if and only if u=v, for all u,v e K; 
(iii) antimonotone3 if 
<A{u) ~A(v) ,u-v> < 0, for all u,v e K; ^  
4 : 
(iv) striotty antimonotone^ if 
<A(u)-A(v) ,u-v> < 0, for all u,v e K; 
(v) hemioontinuousj if for every u,v e K, the mapping 
t -> A(u+tv) is continuous at 0 . -^^  
LEMMA 1.2.1 [53] (MINTY LEMMA); Let K be a closed convex sub-
set of a reflexive Banach space X and let A : K -> X* be mono-
tone and hemicontinuous. Then u satisfies 
u e K : <A(u) ,v-u> _> 0, for all v e K, 
if and only if it satisfies 
u e K : <A(v) ,v-u> _> 0, for all v e K. 
DEFINITION 1.2.2 [5]: A multivalued mapping F : X -> 2^ is 
called the KKM-mapping if for every finite subset 
n 
{u^,U2,—,u^} of X, Conv {u^,U2,...,u^}c; U F(u^). 
THEOREM 1.2.1[31](KY-FAN): Let K be a nonempty set in a Haus-
y 
dorff topological vector space X. Let F : K -»- 2 be a KKM-
mapping. If F(u) is closed for all u e K and is compact for 
atleast one u e K, then H E* (u) # cj). 
ueK 
THEOREM 1.2.2[48]: Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset 
of a Hausdorff topological vector space X. Let A be a subset 
of K X K having the following properties: 
5 : 
(i) for every u e K, (u,u) e A; 
(ii) for each fixed u e K, the set A = {v E K:(u,v) e A} 
is ciLosed in K; 
(iii) for each fixed v e K, the set A = {u e K:(u,v) i A} 
is convex. 
Then there exists a point v e K such that K x {v } <:Z A. 
THEOREM 1.2.3[48]: Let K be a nonempty convex set in a Hausdorff 
topological vector space X. Let f and g be two real valued 
functions on K x K having the following properties:^ 
(i) g(u,v) _< f(u,v) for all (u,v) e K x K and/f (u,u) _< 0 
for all u e K; 
(ii) for each fixed u e K, g{u,v) is a lower semicontinuous 
function in -<v on K; 
(iii) for each fixed v e K, the set {u e K : f(u,v) > 0} 
is convex or empty; 
(iv) K has a nonempty compact convex subset K such that the 
set B = {v e K:g(u,v) _< 0 for all u e K } is compact. 
Then there exists a point v e B such that g(u,v ) < 0 for 
all u e K. 
DEFINITION 1.2.3: A subset K of R^ is said to be aontraatible 
if there is a point u e K and a continuous function g:Kx[0,l]^ K 
such that g(v,0) = v and g{v,l) = u for all v e K. 
6 : 
REMARK 1.2.1: Every convex set is contractible but every contrac-
tible set need not be convex. 
tet 3f(X) be a family of all nonempty finite subsets of X. 
DEFINITION 1.2.4[411: A pair (X,{F^}) is said to be a H-space if 
X is a topological space, which need not be Hausdorff, and (F, } 
is a family of nonempty contractible subsets of X indexed by 
A e 9^ (X) such that F c:: F , whenever A O A". 
DEFINITION 1.2.5 [41]: Let (X,{F^}) be an H-soace. A subset D 
of X is said to be 
(i) H-Convexj if FTV <^ D for every A e 3^ (0) ; 
(ii) weakly H-Convex^ if F fl D is nonempty and contractible 
for every A e 3^ (D) ,i.e. the pair (D,{F 0 D}) is a H-space; 
(iii) H-Compaatj if there exists a compact, weakly H-convex set 
K C X such that D U A C K for every A e 3^ (X) . 
DEFINITION 1.2.6141]: A multivalued mapping F/: X •> 2^ is said 
to be H-KKM mapping if ^T.Ci U F (u) for every A e 3f(X) . 
ueA 
THEOREM 1.2.415]: Let (X,{F^}) be an H-space and F : X -> 2^ be 
an H-KKM multivalued mapping such that 
(i) for each u e X, F(u) is compactly closed, that is Bfl F(u) 
is closed in B, for every compact set B C X; 
(ii) there are a 'compact set L d X and an H-compact set K C X 
such that, for each weakJ.y H-convex set D with K C D d X, 
we have f) (F(u) f) D) C L. Then fl F (u) ?^  <() 
ueD ueD 
Let (X, C) be an ordered Banach space, int C ^ (^ the 
interior of a convex cone . C, and for any u,v e X define u •}: v 
if and only if v-u i. int C. We usually call ' i' a weak order. 
LEMMA 1.2.2 [19]: For any u,v,w e X, we have 
(i) u -^ V if and only if u+w i v+w; 
(ii) u -t V if and only if Xu ^ Xv, for any A _> 0. 
LEMMA 1.2.3[19]: Let C be a convex cone in a real Banach space 
X with int C ^ ({> then for every u,v e X, we have 
(i) 0 <j: u > v implies v :}> 0; 
(ii) 0 «}; u _> V implies v :)• 0 
(iii) 0 :[• u < V implies v -j: 0 
(iv) 0 :]• u < V implies v «|: 0. 
DEFINITION 1.2.7[19]: Let X and Y be the real Banach spaces 
and let (Y,P) be an ordered Banach space, where P is a positive 
cone. A mapping T:X -> L(X,Y), the space of all linear bounded 
mappings from X to Y, is said to be: -^ 
(i) monotoney if / 
<T(u)-T (v) ,u-v> > 0, for all u,v e X; 
(ii) antimonotone J if 
<T (u)-T(v) ,u-v> _< 0, for all u,v e X; 
(iii) hemiaontinuousJ if for every u,v in X, the map 
t -»- <T(u+tv),v> is continuous at 0 , 
where <. ,.> is the', bilinear form associated with X and Y. 
Now, let H be a real Hilbert space with its dual H* 
whose norm and inner product are denoted by ||.|| and (.,.) res-
pectively. The pairing between H* and H is denoted by <.,.> 
then we have the,following concepts and results. 
DEFINITION 1.2.8: An operator T:H ^ H* is said to be 
(i) strongly monotone^ if there exists a constant a > 0 
s'uch that 
2 
<T(u)-T(v) ,u-v> >_ a| |u-v| | , for all u,v e H; 
(ii) Lipsahitz oontinuous^ if there exists a constant 3 > 0 
such that 
I |T(U)-T(V) I I _< 6| |U-V| I^ , for all u,v e H. 
REMARK 1.2.2: It is obvious that a _< B. 
LEMMA 1.2.4[87]: Let K be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert 
space H. Then for each w e H there is a unique u e K such 
that 
I|w-u|I = inf ||w-v|I. (1.2.1) 
veK 
: 9 
REMARK 1.2.3: (i) The point u satisfying (1.2.1) is called 
the projection of w on K and we write u = P„w. 
K 
(ii) Pj.w = w for.all w e K. 
LEMMA 1.2.5[45]: Let K be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert 
space H. Then, for each w e H, the following two problems are 
equivalent: 
(i) there is a u e K such that u = P w; 
K 
(ii) there is a u e K such that (u,v-u) _> (w,v-u) for all ve K, 
lEMMA 1.2.6[45]: -Projection operator P^  is nonexpansive, that is 
1 |P u - P v| I _< I |u-vl 1 , for all u,v £ H. 
DEFINITION 1.2. 9 [87]: A bilinear form a (. ,.) :HxH->-R is said to be; 
(i) aoevoive^ if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
2 
a(u,u) _>_ a] |u| 1 , for all u e H; 
(ii) oontinuous or hounded^ if there exists a constant 3 > 0 
such that 
a(u,v) _< B||u|l ||v||, for all u,v e H. 
PROBLEM 1.2.1: For given f e H*, find u e H such that 
a(u,v) = <f ,v>, for all v e H. 
Problem 1.2.1 is known as variational problem. In 1954, P.D. Lax 
10 : 
and A.N. Milgram proved the following existence and uniqueness 
result for the solution of Problem 1.2.1. 
LEMMA 1.2.7[47]: If a(.,.):HxH->R is a coercive and conti-
nuous bilinear form on a Hilbert space H, then the variational 
problem 1.2.1 has a unique solution. 
1.3. VARIATIONAL AND QUASI-VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section, we give a brief introduction and some impor-
tant formulation of the various type of variational and quasi-
variational inequalities. 
Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hilbert space 
H and let a(.,.):HxH->-R be a bilinear form. 
PROBLEM 1.3.1: For f e H*, find u £ K such that 
a(u,v-u) >^ <f,v-u>, for all v e K. (1.3.1) 
Where inequality (1.3.1) is known as variational inequality. The 
Problem 1.3.1 is also known as variational inequality problem 
which characterizes the olassioal Signovini -pvohlem of elastosta-
•tics, that is the analysis of a linear elastic body in contact 
with a rigid frictionless foundation. This problem was investi-
gated and studied by Lions and Stampacchia [52] by using the pro-
jection technique. 
for the case, when K = H, the Problem 1.3.1 reduces to the 
Problem 1.2.1. 
11 
In the formulation of the variational inequality, the under-
lying convex set K does not depend upon the solution. In many 
applications, the convex set also depends implicitly on the solu-
tion u itself. In this case, the variational inequality (1.3.1) 
is known as the quasi-variational inequality which arises for ins-
tance from decision -soienoes. This was considered and studied by 
Bensoussan, Goursat and Lions [7]. To be more precise, given a 
multivalued mapping K:u -^  K(u), which associates a nonempty closed 
convex subset K(u) of H for any element u of H, a typical 
problem of quasi-variational inequality is: 
PROBLEM 1.3.2: Find u e K(u) such that 
a(u,v-u) '>_ <f,v-u>, for all v e K(u). (1.3.2) 
In many important applications, -see Mosco [54] , Bensoussan 
and Lions [8] and Baiocchi and Capelo [3], the set K(u) is of 
the following form: 
K(u) = m(u) + K, (1.3.3) 
where m is single valued mapping on H and K is a nonempty 
closed convex set', in H. It is remarked that if the mapping m 
is zero, then^ Problem 1.3.2 is the same as Problem 1.3.1. The 
solution of Problem 1.3.1 and Problem 1.3.2 can be obtained by the 
iterative methods using the projection technique (see for example, 
Noor [63], Noor and Noor [73] and Glowinski, Lions and Tremolieres 
[38]) . 
12 
Since the general problem of equilibrium of elastic bodies 
in contact with rigid foundation on which frictional forces are 
developed is one of the most difficult problem in solid mechanics. 
In 1972, Duvaut and Lions [30] investigated the following varia-
tional inequality problem with friction: 
PROBLEM 1.3.3: For f e H*, find u e K such that 
a(u,v-u)+j (v)-j (u) >^  <f,v-u>/ for all v £ K, (1.3.4) 
where j:H -> R U {<»} is a convex, lower semicontinuous and proper 
functional. The Problem 1.3.3 characterizes the classical Signo-
vini •problem with ftiotional force. The existence of its solution 
has been proved by Glowinski, Lions and Tremolieres [38] and Necas 
Jerusek and Haslinger [58]. The corresponding quasi-variational 
inequality problem to the Problem 1.3.3 is the following: 
PROBLEM 1.3.4: Find u e K(u) such that 
a{u,v-u)+j (v)-j (u) _> <f,v-u>, for all v e K(u), (1.3.5) 
where f E H*. 
The complete study of the boundary value problem arising in 
the formulations of Signorini problem with friction is an interes-
ting problem both in mechanics and mathematical point of view. A 
generalization of the Problem 1.3.3 is the following: 
PROBLEM 1.3.5: For f e H*, find u e K such that 
13 
a (u,v-u)+b(u, v)-b(u,u) >^ <f,v-u>, for all v e K, (1.3.6) 
where b:H x H ^  R is an appropriate nonlinear form. This type 
of problems have been studied by Duvaut and Lions [30], Kikuchi 
and Oden [44], Demkowicz and Oden [2 8] and Noor [62] . The Problem 
1.3.5 characterizes fluid flow through porous media and Signorini 
problems with non-looal friction. If 9 is an open bounded domain 
in R with regular boundary 3 S7, representing the interior of 
an elastic body subjected to external forces and if part of the 
boundary may come into contact with a rigid foundation, then the 
variational inequality (1.3.6) is simply a statement of the vir-
tual work for an elastic body restrained by frictional forces, 
assuming that a non-local law of friction holds. The strain energy 
of the body corresponding to an admissible displacement v is 
•J a(v,v). Thus a(u,v-u) is the work produced by the stresses 
through strains caused by the virtual displacement v-u. The 
external and frictional forces are represented by the linear con-
tinuous functional f and by the form b(u,v) respectively. 
For physical and mathematical formulation of the inequality (1.3.6) , 
see Oden and Pires [75]. For related work, also see Baiocchi and 
Capelo [3] and Crank [24]. 
If we restrict the dependence of the form b(u,v) to its 
second variable only, that is, if b(u,v) = j(v), then Problem 
1.3.5 is eauivalent to the Problem 1.3.3. 
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The corresponding quasi-variational inequality problem to 
the Problem 1.3.5 is the following: 
PROBLEM 1.3.6: For f e H*, find .u £ K(u) such that 
a (u,v-u)+b (u,v)-b(u,u) _> <f,v-u>, for all v e K(u), (1.3.7) 
The Problem 1.3.6 is considered and studied by Siddiqi and 
Ansari [8 9]. 
In 1975, Noor [59] extended the Problem 1.3.1 to study a 
class of mildly nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems having 
constraints. Given nonlinear operators T,A:H •> H*, Noor [59] 
considered and studied the following problem: 
PROBLEM 1.3.7: Find u e K such that 
<r(u),v-u> >^  <A(u),v-u>, for'all v e K. (1.3.8) 
The inequality (1.3.8) is known as t.'he.' (strongly) mildly non-
linear variational inequality. 
The strongly nonlinear quasi-variational inequality prob-
lem, a generalization of Problem 1.3.7, is the following: 
PROBLEM 1.3.8: Find u e K(u) such that 
<T(u),v-u> >^  <A(u) ,v-u>, for all v e K(u), (1.3.9) 
which is considered and studied by Mosco [54] and Siddiqi and 
Ansari [90] . 
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It is noted that all above mentioned classes of variational 
and quasi-variational inequalities are applicable to study of the 
boundary value problems of even order only. In 1988, Noor [66] 
introduced and studied a variational inequality problem which 
characterizes the odd order constraint boundary value problems 
and which has the following form: 
Given nonlinear operators T:H -^  H* and g:H ^ H then we 
have: 
PROBLEM 1.3.9: Find u e H such that g (u) £ K and 
<T(u) ,g{v)-g(u) > _> 0, for all g (v) e K, (1.3.10) 
which is known as genevaZ nonlinear variational inequality prob-
lem. The general quasi-variational inequality problem is the 
following: 
PROBLEM 1.3.10: . Find u" £ H such that g{u) E K(U) and 
<T(u) ,g(v)-g(u) > >^  0, for all g (v) £ K(u), (1.3.11) 
which is considered and studied by Noor. [67]. 
Noor [70] considered and studied,the more general case, 
which enable us to include the odd order strongly nonlinear boun-
dary value problems subject to some constraints. Given T,A:H •> H* 
and g:H ->- H nonlinear operators, then the problem is following: 
PROBLEM 1.3.11: Find u £ H such that g(u) £ K and 
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<T (u) ,g(v)-g(u) > >^  <A (u) , g (v)-g (u) > , for all g (v) eK. (1.3.12) 
The inequality (1.3.12) is known as geneval strongly nonlinear 
variational inequality. 
The guasi-variational inequality problem corresponding to 
the Problem 1.3.11 is: 
PROBLEM 1.3.12: Find u e H such that g(u) e K(u) and 
<T(u) ,g(v)-g(u)> >^  <A (u) ,g (v)-g (u) >, (1.3.13) 
for all g(v) e K(u) . 
The Problem 1.3.12 has been considered and studied by 
Noor [69] and Siddiqi and Ansari [91]. 
1.4. HOMOGENIZATION THEORY 
In mechanics, physics, Chemistry and engineering, in the 
study of composite materials, microscopic properties of crystal-
line or polymer structures, nuclear reactor design etc., one is 
led to the study of boundary value problems in media with perio-
dic structure. If the period of the structure is small compared 
to the size of the regioTi in which the system is to be studied, 
then an asymptotic analysis is called for: to obtain an asympto-
tic expansion of the solution in terms of a small parameter c 
which is the ratio of the period of the'structure to a typical 
length in the region. In other words,i to obtain by systematic 
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expansion procedures the passage from a microscopic description 
to a macroscopic description of the behaviour of the system. 
Homogenization deals with such type of behaviour of boundary 
value problems in composite materials with a periodic structure 
when period tends-to zero. In mathematical terms the above prob-
lem can be.formulated as follows. A family of partial differen-
tial operators, depending on the small parameter e, is given. 
These operators have coefficients which are periodic or sometime 
almost periodic functions in all or in some variables with periods 
proportional to e. Since e is assumed to be small, we have a 
family of operators with rapidly oscillating coefficients. 
In a domain 9, we have a boundary value problem 
A^u = f in n, (1.4.1) 
e 
u subject to appropriate boundary condition , (1.4.2) 
which we assume is well set when e > 0 is fixed. The problem is 
now to obtain, if possible, an expansion of u 
u = u^+ eu.+ , (1.4.3) 
e o 1 
which would be asymptotic in general, or at least obtain the 
first term of this expansion along with a convergence theorem as 
e ^ 0. The results that one obtains in many cases is that with 
the Suitable definition of convergence, u converges to u as 
£ ->• 0, where u is the solution of 
o 
Au = f in J? (1.4.4) 
o 
u subject to appropriate boundary conditions (1.4.5) 
In (1.4.4), A is, in general, a partial differential operator 
with simple coefficients, it is called the homogenized operator 
of the family A^. The coefficients of A describe the macro-
scopic properties of the underlying medium. The Problem (1.4.1)-
(1.4.2) has been considered and studied by many authors: Sanchez-
Palencia [82-84], De Giorgi and Spagnolo [27], Biroli [11], 
Boccardo and Marcellini [2], Carbone [14], Murat[55], Murat and 
Tartar [56] and Tartar [94]. For further details see Bensoussan, 
Lions and Papanicolaou [10], Shanchez-Palencia [85] and the 
references therein. 
In the analysis of systems, the main difficulties are connec-
ted with singularities, these singularities being present in the 
coefficient of the partial differential operators, or in the 
geometry of the domain where we want to study our model. A 
typiccil example of singularities in the coefficients is met when 
dealing with composite materials. The examples of singularities 
in the geometry arises in perforated materials, that is, one has 
then to deal with a boundary value problem, (1. 4 .1)-(1.4. 2) in a 
domain Q which consists of a domain fl where we have taken out 
e 
a large number of tiny holes, again arranged in a periodic manner. 
Thesetype of problems have been studied by Tartar [94], Cioranescu 
and Saint Jean Paulin [21], Lions [50] and Vanninathan [96,97,98]. 
For further details see Lions [51] and references therein. 
CHAPTER II 
MIXED MILDLY NONLINEAR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
Variational inequality theory has become a rich source of 
inspiration in pure and applied mathematics. Variational inequa-
lities have not only stimulated new and .deep results in many 
different branches of mathematical and engineering sciences, but 
also provide us a unified and general frame work for studying many 
unrelated free and moving boundary value problems arising in con-
tact problems in elastostatics, fluid flow through porous media, 
lubrication problems, etc. Recently various extensions and gene-
ralizations of the variational inequalities have been introduced 
and analyzed. An important and useful generalization of a varia-
tional inequality problem, is the mixed mildly nonlineav varia-
tional inequality problem: 
Let <X,X*> be the dual system of locally convex spaces and 
K C X be a closed convek set. 
PROBLEM 2.1.1: Find u e K such that 
<T(u),v-u> +j (v)-j (u) _> <A(u) ,v-u>, (2.1.1) 
where T,A:K -> X* are nonlinear operators and j:H -> R is a 
proper, convex, non-differentiable and lower semicontinuous 
functional. 
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This type of problem has been studied by many authors by 
•using the different techniques. For example, Brezis [12] stu-
died this type of problem by using the proximity mappings tech-
nique; Cohen [22] and Cohen and Chaplais [23] studied it by 
using the Iterative Algorithms method. By using the other tech-
niques, this type of problem has been studied by Duvaut and Lions 
[30], Glowinski, Lions and Tremolieres [38], and Necas, Jerusek, 
and Has linger [5 8]. 
In this chapter we study the Problem 2.1.1 in the setting 
of reflexive Banach spaces and Hausdorff topological vector 
spaces by using KKM theorem. We give the existence of solution 
for Problem 2.1.1 in reflexive Banach space in Section 2.2. In 
Section 2.3, we prove the existence results of solution of (2.1.1) 
in Hausdorff topological vector space while we also show the 
1 
same existence result without having the convexity assumption on 
the set K in the Section 2.4. 
In Section 2.5, we consider a vector variational inequality 
problem in the setting of reflexive Banach spaces and prove the 
existence result. 
2.2. EXISTENCE THEORY IN REFLEXIVE BANACH SPACES 
Let X be a reflexive Banach space with its dual X*. 
The continuous pairing between X* and X is denoted by <.,.>. 
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LEMMA 2.2.1: Let K be a convex subset of a reflexive Banach 
space X. Let the nonlinear operators T,A:K -^ X* be both hemi-
continuous and be monotone and antimonotone respectively. Let 
j be a proper, convex, non~differentiable and lower semiconti-
nuous functional on X. Then the following two problems are 
equivalent. 
(i) u e K, <T(u) ,v-u> +j (v)-j (u) >_ <A{u) ,v-u>, for all v e K ; 
(ii) u e K, <T(v) ,v-u> +j(v)-j(u) >^  <A(v) ,v- u>, for all v e K. 
PROOF: Let u be the solution of (i), i.e., u e K such that 
<T (u) ,v-u>+j (v)-j (u) _>^  <A(u),v-u>, for all v e K. 
Now, we have 
<!? (v)-T(u) ,v-u> + <A(u)-A{v) ,v-u> -j (v) + j (u) -
- <T(v),v-u> _< <A(v) ,u-v>, 
since T and A are monotone and antimonotone respectively, 
so we have 
<r(v),v-u> +j (v)-j (u) >^  <A(v),v-u>, 
i.e. u satisfies (ii). Conversely, suppose that (ii) hold. 
For every v e K , 0 < \ < 1 , we have 
<r(Xv+(l-A)u),Av+(l-A)u-u> + j (Xv+(1-X)u)-j (u) >_ 
_> <A(Av+(l-X)u) , Xv+(l-X)u-u>. 
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By us ing the convex i ty of j , we have 
« 
A <T (u+A (v-u) ) , v -u> + A j ( v ) - A j ( u ) >^  
>_ A<A(u+A (v-u) ) , v - u > . 
After dividing the above inequality by A we take limit as A -*- 0 
then we have, by using the hemicontinuity of T and A, 
<T(u),v-u> +j(v)-j(u) >^  <A(u),v-u>, for all v e K, 
and the proof is complete. 
REMARK 2.2.1: (i) If j(v) = 0 for all v e K, then Lemma 2.2.1 
reduces to the Lemma 4.3 of Siddiqi [88]. 
(ii) Lemma 2.2.1 is an extension of Minty's Lemma [53]. 
The main result of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 2.2.1: Let K be a nonempty closed, convex and bounded 
subset of a reflexive Banach space X and let the operators T 
and A from K to X* be both hemicon|:inuous and be monotone 
and antimonotone respectively. Let j be a proper, convex, non-
differentiable and lower semicontinuous functional from K to R. 
Then Problem 2.1.1 is solvable. In addition, if T is strictly 
monotone and A is strictly antimonotone then the solution of 
Problem 2.2.1 is unique. 
PROOF: Let us define the multivalued mappings F- and Fp from 
K to 2 as 
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F^(v) = {u e K : < T ( u ) , v - u > +j ( v ) - j (u) _> < A ( u ) , v - u > } , ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) 
f o r a l l V e K; 
F2{v) = {u e K : < T ( v ) , v - u > +j (v) - j (u) >_ < A ( v ) , v - u > } , ( 2 . 2 . 2 ) 
f o r a l l V e K. 
F i r s t , we p r o v e t h a t F i s a KKM mapping on K. Le t 
n 
{ u ^ , u „ , . . . , u } C ; K / Z a. = 1 , a. 2 . ^ * Suppose t h a t 
n n 
u = E a . u . i U F ^ ( u . ) , t h e n 
i = l ^ ^ i = l -^  ^ 
< T ( u ) , u . - u > + j ( u . ) - j ( u ) < < A ( u ) , u . - u > , f o r a l l i . 
<T(u)-A{u) , u . > + j ( u . ) < <T(u)-A(u) ,u> + j (u). ( 2 . 2 . 3 ) 
Thus 
n n 
<T (u) -A(u) ,u> + j (u) = < T ( u ) - A ( u ) , E a . u . > +j ( E a . u . ) 
. T X 1 - ' . , 1 1 1 = 1 1 = 1 
n 
< E a . (<T(u) -A(u) , u . > + j ( u . )) 
~ i = l ^ 1 1 
n 
< E a . ( <T(u)-A(u) ,u> +j (u) ) 
i = l ^ 
= ' < r (u ) -A(u ) ,u> +j (u) , 
which i s i m p o s s i b l e , so we d e r i v e 
n 
Conv{Uj^,U2, ' ^ n - ^ ^ U F^ (u^) , 
i = l 
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that is, F^  is the KKM mapping on K. Next we show that 
F,(v) c Fo^^^ ^°^ every v £ K. Indeed, let u e F^(v), i.e., 
u e K such that . 
<r(u),v-u> +j (v) - j (u) >_ <A{u),v-u>, for all v e K. 
By the monotonicity of T and the antimonotonicity of A, we 
have 
<T (v)-T (u) ,v-u> + ^^(u)-A(v) ,v-u> _> 0 
<T(v)-A(v) ,v-u> +j(v)-j(u) >^  <r(u)-A(u) ,v-u> +j (v)-j (u) 
> 0, 
which implies that u e F2(v). Since u is an arbitrary ele-
ment of F (v), so we have F (v)C F (v). Which implies that 
F^  is a KKM mapping on K. By Lemma 2.2.1, we have 
0 F (v) = n F (v) . 
veK ^ veK 
Since the pairing <.,.> is continuous and the function (J) is lower 
semicontinuous, therefore, for every v e K , F„(v) is closed. 
Now we equip X with the weak topology. Then K, as a 
closed bounded convex subset in the reflexive Banach space X, 
is weakly compact. Thus F„(v) is the weakly compact subset in 
K since F (v) C K for each v e K . By Theorem 1.2.1, we 
have 
n F (v) = n F^(v) ^ (j). 
veK veK 
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Hence there exists an u e K such that 
o 
<T{u ) ,v-u > +j(v)-j(u ) _> <A(u^) ,V-UQ>, for all v e K. 
Next, we show the uniqueness of solution of Problem 2.1.1. 
Suppose that u, and u~ are the solutions of Problem 2.1.1, 
then we get 
<T(u^),v-u.> +j(v)-j(u-) _> <A(u^) ,v-u^>, for all v e K; 
(2.2.4) 
and <T(u„),v-U2> +j(v)-j(u2) ^ <A (U2) ,v-U2>, for all v e K. 
(2.2.5) 
Now, substituting v = U2 in (2.2.4) and v = u^ in 
(2.2.5) then we have 
<T(u^) ,U2-u^> +j(u2)-j(u^) >^  <;A(U^) ,U2-u^>, (2.2.6) 
<r (U2) /U^-U2> +j(u^)-j(u2) 2. <A(U2) ,u^-U2>. (2.2.7) 
Adding (2.2.6) and (2.2.7), we obtain 
<T(u^)-T(u2) ,u^-U2> _< <A(u^)-A(U2) ,u^-U2> < 0, 
by the strict antimonotonicity of A. 
Hence, by the monotonicity of T, we have 
<T(Uj^)-T(u2) ,u^-U2> = 0. 
Th is implies that u-= u_ by the strict monotonicity of T. 
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2.3. EXISTENCE THEORY IN H^USDORFF TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 
Let <X,X*> be the dual system of locally convex spaces. If 
K c: X is a closed convex subset and D C K a nonempty compact con-
vex set then we have the following result: 
The bilinear form <.,.> is supposed continuous. 
THEOREM 2.3.1: Let T,A:K ->• X* be two nonlinear continuous 
mappings. Also, let j:K ^ R be a projber convex, non-differen-
tiable and lower semicontinuous functional. If <T(u),0> >_ <A(u),0> 
for every u e D, then there exists a point u e D such that 
<T(u^),v-u > +j (v)-j (u ) > <A(u ) ,v-u >, for all v e D. 
o o o — o o 
PROOF: Let 
C = {(u,v) e D X D:<T(v),u-v> +j (u)-j (v) _>' <A (v) ,u-v>. 
Theorem will-be proved if we show that the assumptions (i)-
(iv) of Theorem 1.2.2 are satisfied. It is clear that (u,u) e D 
for every u e D. The set 
C = {v e DJ<T(V),U-V> +j (U)-j (V) >^  <A(v) ,u-v>} 
is closed in D for every u e D. Indeed, let {v } be a sequence 
in C such that v ->• v as n -> o°. It is sufficient to show that 
u n 
V e C • 
u 
Since Vj^  e C^ then 
<r{v^),n-v^> +j(u)-j(v^) >_ <A(v^) ,u-v^>. 
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for each fixed u e D. By the continuity of T and A, the lower 
semicontinuity of j and v ->• v as n -> <», we obtain v e D 
such that 
<T(v),u-v> +j (u)-j (v) >_ <A(v),u-v>, 
for each fixed u e ^ D , i . e . v e C . 
Now we prove that the set 
C = {u £ D:<T(v),u-v> +j (u)-j (v) < <A(v),u-v>} 
is convex or nonempty for each v e D. 
Indeed, if u,,u„ e C and a,3 e R, such that a+6 = 1 
then we have 
<T(v),au,-av> +aj(u,)-aj(v) < <A(v),au,-av> and 
<T{v) ,Bu2-Bv> +3j (U2)-Bj (v) < <A(v) , Bu2-6v> . 
Adding the above two inequalities, we have 
<T(v) , (au^  + 6u2)-(a+3) v> + (aj (u^)+3j (U2) ) - (a+6) j (v) < 
< <A(v) , (au^  + Bu2)-(a + 3) v>. 
Since j is convex and a+B = 1, we get 
<T(v) , (au^ + Bu2)-v> +j (au^ + Bu2)-j (v) < <A (y) , (aUj^  + Bu2)-v>. 
By the convexity of D, we can write u_= au^ +|3u„ e D, hence we 
have u_ £ c . Thus we have shown all the assumptions of Theorem 
1.2.2, therefore, there exists a point u e D such that 
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D X {u } C C which implies that u e D such that 
o o 
<T{u^),u-u^> +j(u)-j(u^) >_ <A(u^) ,u-u^>, 
for all u e D. The proof is complete.^ 
Now we prove an existence theorem by using minimax 
Theorem 1.2.3. 
THEOREM 2.3.2: Let K be a nonempty convex set in a Hausdorff 
topological vector space X, T,A:K ->- X* the nonlinear conti-
nuous mappings and j:K -^  R a proper, convex and lower semi-
continuous functional. If there exists a real valued function 
h:K X K -^- R such that 
(i) <['(v),v-u> +j (v)-j (u) _< <A(v) ,v-u> +h(u,v), 
for every (u,v) e K x K; 
(ii) the mapping v -> <T (v) ,v-u>-<A.(v) ,v-u> -j (u) is lower 
semicontinuous for every u e K; 
(iii) the set {u e K:h{u,v) > 0} is convex for every v e K; 
(iv) h(u,u) _< 0 for all u e K; 
(v) }^ has a nonempty compact convex subset K such that 
the set 
C = {v £ K:<T(v),v-u> +j (v)-j (u) _< <A(v),v-u>, 
for all u e K } is compact. 
Then there exists an u e C such that 
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<T (u ) ,v-u > +j (v)-j (u ) > <A(u ) ,v-u >, for all u e K. 
o o o — o o 
PROOF: The proof of this theorem is directly followed from 
Theorem 1.2.3, if we set 
g(u,v) = <T(v),v-u> - <A(v),v-u> +j (v)-j (u) , 
and f(u,v) = h(u,v). 
REMARK 2.3.1: Condition (v) of Theorem 2.3.2 can be replaced 
by the following condition: 
(v') Let K be a non-empty compact convex subset of K and 
let D be a nonempty compact subset of K. If, for every 
V e K|D, there exists a point u e D such that 
<T(v),v-u> +j (v)-j (u) >^, <;A(V) ,v-u>. 
COROLLARY 2.3.1: Let K,X,T,A,j and h be the same as in Theorem 
2.3.2 and satisfy conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 2.3.2 and 
(v) ' ' there exists "a nonempty compact convex subset D of K 
such that for every v e K|D there is a point u e D 
with 
<T(v),v-u> +j(v)-j{u) > <A(v),v-u>. 
Then there exists an u e D such that 
o 
<T{u^) ,u-u^> ^ +j (u)-j (u^ ) >^  <A(u^) ,U-UQ>, 
for all u e K. 
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PROOF: It follows directly from Theorem 2.3,2 if we take K p= D 
o 
in Remark 2.3.1. 
1 
2.4. EXISTENCE THEORY WITHOUT CONVEXITY 
In this section, we prove the existence theorem on H-space 
where the convexity condition is relaxed. 
THEOREM 2.4.1: Let (X,{F }) be an H-Banach space and the mappings 
T and A from X into X* be continuous. Also let the func-
tional j:X -> R be a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous. 
Suppose that 
(i) for each u e X, the set 
B^= {v e X: <r(u),v-u> +j (v)-j (u) < <A(u),v-u>} 
is H-convex or nonempty; 
(ii) there exists a compact set Y C X and an H-compact set 
K c: X such that for every weakly H-convex set D with 
K a D c: X, 
{u e D: <T(u),v-u> +j (v)-j (u) >^ <A(u),v-u>} Y, 
for all V e D. Then the Problem 2.1.1 is solvable. 
PROOF: Let a multivalued mapping F^  :X -> 2 defined as 
F^ (v) = {u e X:<T(u),v-u> +i (v) - j (u) >^  <A(u),v-u>}, 
for every u e X. The theorem will be proved if we show that F, 
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is H-KKM mapping on X and the conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem 1.2.4 hold. Suppose that F^ is not an H-KKM mapping. 
Then there exists a A e 5^(X) such that F <;t U F^ (v) . Hence 
^ veA ^ 
there exists w e F such that w gf F, (v) , for all w e A, that 
is 
<T(w),v-w> +j (v)-j (w) < <A(w),v-w>, for all v £ A. 
By assumption (i) we have A c: B and F^ <::: B since B is 
H-convex. Therefore w e B that is 
w 
<T(w),w-w> < <A(w),w-w>, 
which is impossible. Thus F C U F^ (v)' for every A e 5^(X) , 
veA 
so that F, is an H-KKM mapping. 
Next we show that F^ (v) is closed for every v e X. 
Indeed, suppose that (u } C F (v), v £ X, u strongly converges 
to u. As T and A are continuous on X and j is lower 
semicontinuous on X, we have 
T(u ) -> T(u) , A(u ) -> A(u) and j (u) <_ lim j (u ) . 
"~ n-»-o° 
Thus 
I I <^(u^) ,v-u^>-<A(u^,v-u^>-<T(u) ,v-u>+<A(u) ,v-u>-j (u^) + j (u) I | 
^ I I <r (u^) ,v-u^>-<A(uJ,v-u^>- <T (u) ,v-u^>+<A(u) fV-u^> | |+|i (u)-j (u^ ) | + 
+ ||<T(u),v-u >-<A(u),v-u >-<r (u) ,v-u>+<A(u) ,v-u> I I 
_< (| |T(u^)-T(u) I l + l |A(u^)-A(u) I |) I |u-u^| l + l j(u)-j(u^) I + 
+ I |T{U)-A(U) 1 I I |u-u^| I -^  0. 
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It has shown that <T(u^),v-u >-<A(u ) ,v-u >+j (v)-j (u ) 
n n n n n 
converges strongly to <T (u) , v-u>-<A(u) ,v-u>+j (v)-j (u) as n -> o°. 
Hence <T (u) , v-u>+j (v) - j (u) >^  <A(u),v-u>, since <T(u ),v-u^> + 
j (v)-j (u ) > <A(u ) ,v-u >, for all n, which implies that 
•^  -^  n — n n 
u e F.(v). Thus F-(v) is closed for every v e X, that is the 
condition (i) of Theorem 1.2.4 holds. 
It is easy to see that the assumpt4-on (ii) is same one 
with the condition (ii) of Theorem 1.2.4. Thus, by Theorem 1.2.4, 
we have 
n F (v) i^ ^, 
veX 
that is, there exists u e X such that 
o 
<r{u^),v-u^> +j(v)-j(u^) >_ <A(u^) ,v-u^>, 
for all v e X. The proof is complete. 
2.5. EXISTENCE THEORY OF VECTOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY 
IN REFLEXIVE BANACH SPACES 
t 
Let X and *Y be Banach spaces and, C and P be their 
corresponding positive cones such that int C ?^  <|) and int P ^ (j). 
Let (X,C) and (Y,P) be ordered Banach spaces, T,A:X -> L(X,Y) 
and K be a nonempty subset in X. We consider the following 
variational inequality problem: 
PROBLEM 2.5.1: Find a vector u e K such that 
fr(u)-A(ti) ,v-u) i 0, for all v E K (2.5.1) 
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Problem 2.5.1 is known as vector variational inequality 
problem. The vector variational ineauality has been introduced 
by F. Giannessi [35] in a finite dimension Euclidean space. This 
type of problem is a gerjeralization of variational ineauality 
problems and have the applications to the vector optimization 
problems, see [18], It is also studied by Chen and Yang [19], 
Chen and Cheng [18] , and Chen [17] . We extend the linearization 
Lemma 1.2.1, in the sense of the weak order, then we prove the 
existence theorem of the solution of the vector variational in-
equality by means of the extended linearization lemma and the 
Theorem 1.2.1. Let <.,.> denotes a bilinear form associated 
with X and Y. 
LEMMA 2.5.1.' (Generalized Linearization Lemma): Let (X,C) and 
(Y,P) be ordered Banach spaces with int P ^ c(). Also let T and 
A be both hemicontinuous and be monotone and antimonotone res-
pectively. 
Then the following two problems are equivalent: 
(i) u e K, <T(u)-A(u) ,v-u> i 0, for all v e K; 
(ii) u e K, <T (v)-A(v) ,v-u> ^ 0, for all v e K. 
PROOF: Let u be the solution of (i). Since T and A are 
monotone and antimonotone respectively, we have 
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<T(v)-T(u) ,v-u> + <A(u)-A(v) ,v-u> >_ 0, for all v e K, 
<T (v)-A(v) ,v-u> _> <T (u)-A(u) ,v-u> i 0. 
By Lemma 1.2.3, we have 
<r (v)-A(v) ,v-u> i 0, for all v e K, 
which is (ii) . 
The remaining part of the proof is on similar line of the 
proof of Lemma 2.2,1. 
REMARK 2.5.1: (i) If Y = R, the above Lemma is Lemma 4.3 in 
Siddiqi [88]. 
(ii) If A(u) = 0 for all v e K and K = C, (i) in Lemma 2.5.1 
is the vector variational inequality discussed in Chen and 
Chen [18] . 
Now we prove the following existence result: 
THEOREM 2.5.1: Let X be a reflexive Banach space, (Y,P) an 
ordered Banach space with int P 7^  cj), K a nonempty closed boun-
ded convex subset of X. Let T:K -> L(X,Y) be a monotone and 
hemicontinuous map on X and let A:K >^^  L(X,Y) be a antimonotone 
and hemicontinuous map on X. Then the Problem 2.5.1 is solvable. 
PROOF: It is on similar line of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1. 
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REMARK 2.5.2: If Y = R, A(u) = 0, for every v e K, then 
Theorem 2.5.1 coincides with the Hartman-Stampacchia Theorem [39] 
THEOREM 2.5.2: Let X be a reflexive Banach space, (Y,P) an 
ordered Banach space with int P i>^  tj), K a nonempty bounded 
closed convex subset in X. Let T,A:K ->• L(X,Y) be both conti-
nuous mappings. Then the Problem 2.5.1 is solvable. 
PROOF: Its proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2 in Chan and 
Yang [19]. 
CHAPTER III 
VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITIES 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, variational inequality theory has been 
extended and generalized in various directions to study a wide 
class of problems arising in different branches of mathematical, 
physical and engineering sciences. In 1989, Parida, Sahoo and 
Kumar [78] introduced and studied variational-like inequality 
problem which is one of the generalized forms of variational in-
equality problem. They developed the existence theory of solu-
tion of variational-like inequality in R and gave its appli-
cation to convex mathematical programming. Motivated and ins-
pired by the research work going on in this area, we study the 
following variational-like inequality problem. 
Let <X,X*> be a dual system of locally convex spaces and 
K cz X be a closed convex subset of X. Given two nonlinear 
mappings T,A:K -*• X* and a mapping n (.,.): K x K ^ X, we consider 
PROBLEM 3.1.1: Find u e K such that 
/ 
<T(u) , n(v,u) > >_ <A(u) , n(v,u) >, , ' (3.1.1) 
for all V £ K. 
If n(v,u) = v-u and A{u) = 0 , then variational-like in-
equality Problem 3.'1.1 is equivalent to the variational 
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inequality problem, which was introduced and studied by Lions 
and Stampacchia [52]. 
We prove an existence theorem for the variational-like 
inequality problem 3.1.1 in reflexive Banach spaces in Section 
3.2, while Section 3.3 deals with the existence of solution of 
Problem 3.1.1 in the setting of Hausdorff topological vector 
spaces. We also prove an existence result for the solution of 
Problem 3.1.1 without using the convexity assumption in 
Section 3.4. 
3.2. EXISTENCE THEORY IN REFLEXIVE BANACH SPACES 
In this section, we extend the linearization Lemma [53] 
and prove the existence theorem of the solution of the varia-
tional-like inequality by means of the extended linearization 
lemma and the KKM theorem. 
Throughout the section we denote X, a reflexive 
Banach space, X* a dual of X, and K a nonempty subset of X. 
We require the following concepts: 
DEFINITION 3.2.1: A mapping T:K -> X* is said to be 
(i) r]-monotonej if there exists a contdnuous mapping 
n :K X K -»• X such that 
<T (u)-T(v) ,ri (u, V) > > 0, for all u,v e K; 
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(ii) hemioontinuousy if for every u,v e K, the mapping 
t ->- <T(u+tv),v> is continuous at 0 . 
DEFINITION 3.2.2: A mapping A:K -> X* is said to be n-anti-
monotone if there exists a continuous mapping n:K x K -> X such 
that 
<A(u) -A(v) ,n (u,v) > _< 0, for all u,v e K. 
Now we prove the following Generalized Linearization Lemma: 
LEMMA 3.2.1: Let T:K ^ X* and A:K -> X* be n-monotone and 
n-antimonotone respectively and, T and A be both hemiconti-
nuous mappings on K. Also, let the mapping TI:K x K -> X be 
« 
linear in the first argument. If <T(u),n(u,u)> = 0 and 
<A(u) ,ri (u,u) > = 0, for all u e K. Then the following two prob-
lems are equivalent: 
(i) u e K, <T(u) ,r) (v,u) > >^  <A (u) , n (v,u) >, (3.2.1) 
for all V e K; 
(ii) u e K, <T (v) ,n (v,u) > >^  <A(v) , n (v,u) >,. (3.2.2) 
for all V e K. 
PROOF: Let u £ K be the solution of (i). Since T and A 
are n-^ionotone and n-antimonotone respectively, we get 
<T (v)-T(u) ,n (v,u) > >^  <A(v)-A(u) ,n(v,u) > 
<T(v) ,n(v,u) >-<A(v) ,n(v,u) > > <T(u) ,n(v,u) >-<A(u) ,n(v,u) >/ 
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which i m p l i e s t h a t 
<T{v) , n ( v , u ) > >^  <A(v) , n ( v , u ) >, 
f o r a l l V e K. 
Suppose (ii) holds. For each w e K, one can set for 
0 < X < 1, V = Aw+(1-A) u e K. Then we have 
<T(Aw+(l-A)u) ,n (Aw+(1-A)u,u) > >^  <A (Aw+(1-A) u) , n (Aw+(1-A) u ,u) > • 
since n is linear in the first argument and 
<T (u) ,n (u,u) > = 0 = <A(u) ,n (u,u) > for all u e K, then 
we have 
A<T(u-A (u-w) ) ,n (w,u) > >^  A<A(u-A (u-w) ) ,ri (w,u) >. 
We divide by A and then let A tend to 0. We derive (i) by the 
hemi continuity of T and A. 
REMARK 3.2.1: (i) If n(v,u) = v-u, the Lemma 3.2.1 is the same 
as the Lemma 4.3 in Siddiqi [88], 
(ii) The Lemma 3.2.1 is an extension of Minty Lemma [53]. 
Now, we prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.2.1: Let K be nonempty closed bounded convex subset 
of X. Let the mappings T,A:K ->- X* be n-monotone and n-anti-
monotone respectively and let T,A be both hemicontinuous. 
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Also let the continuous mapping n:K x K ^ X be the linear in 
the first argument and 
<r (u) ,n (u,u) > = <A(u) ,r) (u,u) > = 0, for all u e K. 
Then there exists u e K such that 
<T (u ),n(u,u )> >^  <A(u ),n(u,u )>, for all u e K. 
PROOF: Let a multivalued mapping F^  :K •> 2 such that 
F^(v) = {u e K : <T (u) ,n (v,u) > >^  <A(u, n {v,u) >, v e K } . (3.2.3) 
First of all, we prove that F^  is a KKM-mapping on K. Let 
n 
{u . . . . ,u } c K, E X.= 1, A. > 0, i = 1,2,...,n. Suppose that 
1 n i=l ^ ^ 
n n 
u = E A.u. i L/F-(u.), 'then we have 
1=1 1=1 -^ 
<T(u) ,Ti(u^,u) > < «^(u) ,n(u^,u) >, ^ (3.2.4) 
for all i. 
The set S = {v e K: <T (u) , n (v,u) > < <A (u) , n (v,u) > }^  is 
convex for every u e K. Indeed, if v, ,v„ e S and a,3 e R 
such that a+3 = 1, then we have 
<!? (u) ,Ti (av^,u) > < <A(u) ,n (cxv^ ,u) > (3.2.5) 
and «^  (u) ,n (ev2fU) > < <A(u) ,n (3v2 ,u) > . (3.2.6) 
Now ( 3 . 2 . 5 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) i m p l i e s t h a t 
<T (u) ,ri (avj^ + 3y2 ,u) > < <A. (u) ,ri (av^ + Bv- ,u) > , ( 3 . 2 . 7 ) 
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which implies that 
Now by the convex property of the set S , we have 
n n n n n n 
<r( Z A.u.),n( T, \.u., l A.u.)> < <A( E A.u.),n( T. A.U., E X.u.)># 
. _ i 1 1 ' . T 1 1 . - 1 1 . 1 1 1 ' . T 1 1 . , 1 1 1=1 1=1 1=1 1=1 1=1 1=1 
which is a contradiction to our assumption, so we derive 
n 
Conv {u, ,U2,. . . ,Uj^ }CI U F^ (u'.) , 
i=l 
i.e., F is the KKM mapping on K. 
Now let a multivalued mapping F : K -> 2 be defined as, 
for every v e K• . 
F2(v) = {u e K: <T(vKn(v,u)> ^ <A (v) , n (v,u) >} . (3.2.8) 
We have F^  (v)C F_(v), for every v e K. Indeed,"let u e F-(v), 
that is 
<T(u) ,ri(v,u) > >^  <A(u) ,n(v,u) >. 
By the n-monotonicity and n-antimonotonicity of T and A res-
pectively, we have 
' <T(u)-T(v) ,n(v,u)> >_ <A(u)-A(v) ,n(v,u)>. 
Hence, we get 
<r(v) ,n (v,u) > >; <A(v) ,n (v,u) >, 
i.e., u £ F (v) . 
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Thus F i s a l s o t h e KKM mapping on K. By Leirana 3 . 2 . 1 we have 
« 
• n F^  (v) = n F (V). 
veK veK 
Obviously, for each v e K, F„(v) is closed subset of K since 
T(v) e X* and n (. / .) is continuous. 
We now equip X with the weak topology. Then K, as a 
closed bounded convex subset in X, is weakly compact. Thus 
F (v) is weakly compact subset in K, since F (v) c K for 
each V e K . By the Theorem 1.2.1., we have 
n F^(v) = n F2(v) ?^  (j). 
veK veK 
Hence there exists an u e K such that 
o 
<r(u^) ,n (U,UQ) > >^  <A(u^) ,n (U,UQ) >, 
for all u e K. 
3.3. EXISTENCE THEORY IN HAUSDORFF TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 
Suppose that the bilinear form <. ,. > is continuous. If 
<X,X*> is a dual system of locally convex spaces, K is a closed 
convex subset of X and D c: K is a nonempty compact convex 
subset, then we have the following: 
THEOREM 3.3.1: Suppose that the mappings T,A:K -+• X* are conti-
nuous and the mapping n:K x K -^  X is continuous and linear in 
the first argument. If 
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<T(u) ,n (u,u) > _> <A(u) ,n (u,u) > • for all u e D cl. K, 
then there exists an u e D such that 
o 
<T(UQ) ,n(u,u )> >_ <A(u^) ,n {U,UQ) >, (3.3.1) 
for all u e D. 
PROOF: Suppose that 
A = {(u,v) e D X D: <T (v) , n (u,v) > >_ <A (v) , n (u,v) > } . (3.3.2) 
For the proof of this theorem it is sufficient to show that 
assumptions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1.2.2 are satisfied. Indeed, 
by assumption, (u,u) e A for every u e D, if and only if 
<r (u) ,n (u,u) > 2: <A(u) ,ri (u,u) >. 
Also obviously, from the continuity of T,A and n (.,.)» we have, 
for every u e D, the set 
A^= {v e D: <r (v) ,n (u,v) > >^  <;A(v),n(u ,v)>} 
is closed. 
Next we prove that,for every v e D, the set 
B = {u e D : (u,v) ^ A} 
V 
is convex. 
Let ^1/^2 e B and a,3 > 0 such that a+3 = 1. 
We have 
a<r (v) ,n(UpV) > < a <A(v) ,ri (u^,v) > 
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and B<T(v) ,ri (U2,v) > < 6 <A(v) ,n (U2 ,v) > . 
Adding the above two inequalities, we have 
<T (v) ,ri (au^ + Bu2,v) > < <A (v) , n (au^ + 3u2 ,v) > . 
This implies that o^u^+Bu^ £ B . By Theorem 1.2.2, there exists 
u e D such that D x {u Icn A which implies that 
o o "^  
<T (u ) ,n (u,u ) > >_ <A(u ) ,ri (u,u ) >, for every u e D. 
The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3.3.2: Let T,A:K -»• X* and n:K x K ->• X be the non-
linear mappings. If there exists a real-valued function 
g:K X K ->• R such that: 
(i) <T(v) ,n (u,v) > + g(u,v) >_ <A(v) ,n (u,v) > , 
for every (u,v) e K x K; 
(ii) the mapping v -> <T (v) , rj (u, v) > - <A(v) , ri (u,v) > 
is lower semicontinuous for every u e K; 
(iii) the set {u e K:g(u,v) > 0} is convex for every v e K; 
(iv) g(u,u) _< 0 for all u e K; 
(v) there exists a non-empty compact convex subset D c: K 
Such that,for every v e K |D, there exists a point u e D 
with 
<r (v) ,n (u,v) > < <A(v) ,ri (u,v) >, 
then the variational-like inequality (3.1.1) has a solution. 
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PROOF: We set 
D{u) = {v c D: <T (v) ,n (u,v) > >^  <A (v) ,ri (u ,v) > > , 
for each u e K. By assumption (ii), we liave that D(u) is closed 
in D. 
Now, the remaining to prove that f) D (u) ^ 0. Since every 
ueK 
element u e D D(u) is a solution of the Problem 3.1.1. Since 
° ueK 
D is compact, it is sufficient to show that the family {D(U) ) „ 
has the finite intersection property. 
Indeed, let u-,U2,...,u e K be given. Put 
A = Conv(D U { }) and we have that A is a oompact 
convex subset of K. 
I 
Now we consider the following point to set mappings: 
F^(u) = {v e A: <r (v) ,n(u,v) > >_ <A (v) ,n (u,v) > } 
and F2 (u) = {v e A:g(u,v) _< 0} for every u e K . 
Now we prove that F2 is a KKM mapping. Indeed, if we 
suppose that there exist v^,v„,....,v e A and A. > 0, 
n n n 
i = l,2,...,n with* Z A. = 1 such that E A. v. g! U F^ (v.) , 
: i=l ^ i=l ^ ^ j=l ^ ^ 
n 
then we have g(v., Z A.v.) > 0 for ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^^^ from assump-
tion (iii) we have 
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n n 
g( Z A.v , Z A.v.) > 0, 
i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ ^  
which is a contradiction to assumption (i'v) . 
We also obtain from assumptions (i), (ii) and (iv) that 
F (u) is non-empty and compact, as closed subset of A, and 
F^ (u) d F^(u), for every u e K. Hence F- is also KKM mapping. 
Applying Ky Fan Theorem 1.2.1 to F- we get f) F, (u) ^ <i>, 
ueA 
i.e. , there exists a point v e A such that 
<T(v^) ,n (u,v^) > >^  <A(v^) ,n (u,v^) >, for all u e A. 
By assumption (v) we have that v e D and moreover v e D{u.) 
for every 1 _5 i ^  '^^ ' 
Hence {D(u)} „ has a finite intersection property and 
the proof is complete. 
3.4. EXISTENCE THEORY IN H-SPACES 
In this section we prove an existence result for varia-
tional-like inequality by replacing convexity assumption with 
merely topological_properties. 
THEOREM 3.4.1: Let {X,{F^}) be an H-Banach space. Let 
T,A:X ->• X* be nonlinear continuous mappings and 
n(.,.):X X X -> X a continuous. Also assume that 
(i) for each v e X, the set 
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B = (u e X: <r(v) ,n (u,v) > < <A (v) , n (v,u) > } 
is H-convex or empty; 
(ii) <T (u) ,n (u,u) > >^  <A(u) ,r) (u,u) > , for all u e X; 
(iii) there exist a compact set L d x and an H-compact set 
K c: X such that for every weakly H-convex set D with 
K C D C X, the set 
{v e D: <T(v) ,n (u,v) > >_ <A(v) ,ri (u,v) >, for all u e D) CZ L. 
Then there exists an u e X such that 
o 
• <r(u ) ,ri (u,u^) > > <A(u ) ,n (u,u ) >, for all u e X. 
o o — o o 
y 
PROOF: Let a multivalued mapping F^:X -»- 2 defined by 
F^(u) = {v e X: <T(v) ,ri (u,v) > >;^  <A (v) ,ri (u, v) > } , 
for each u e X. We prove that F^  is an H-KKM mapping. 
Suppose that F^  is not an H-KKM mapping. Then there exists a 
finite subset A of X such that 
F^ct U F(u) . 
^ ueA 
Thus, there exists* w e F^ such that w ?f F^  (u) , for all u e A, 
i.e. , 
<r (w) ,n (u,w) > < <A(w) , n (u,w) >, for all u e A. 
By using the assumption (i) , we have A C B and F^d B since 
B^  is H-convex. Hence w e B , that is 
w w 
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<r (w) ,n (w,w) > < <A(w) ,n (w,w) >, 
which i s a contradict ion t o o u r a s s u m p t i o n ( i i ) . Hence F^ i s an 
H-KKM mapp ing . 
F .(u) is closed for every u e X. Indeed, let (v } d F-(u) 
for every u e X and v ^ v. By the continuity of T,A, 
n(./.) and <.,.> we have 
I I <T(v^) ,n(u,v^) >-<A(v^) ,n(u,v^) >-<T(v) ,ri(u,v) >+<A(v) ,n(u,v) >| |_< 
j<| 1 <r(v^)-T(v) ,n(u,v^) >-<A(v^)-A(v) ,ri(u,v^) | | + 
+ 1 I <T (v) ,ri(u,v^)-n(u,v) >-<A(v) ,n(u,v^)-n (u,v) >| ] 
_<{| |T(v^^)-T(v) I l + l lA(Vj^)-A(v) I I) I |n(u,v^) I I + 
+ (1 1T(V) 1 1 + 1 1A(V) 1 I) 1 ln(u,v^)-il(u,v) 1 ] •> 0 as n ^ 00 
Hence <T (v ) ,TI (u , v ) >-<A (v ) , n ( u , v ) > c o n v e r g e s s t r o n g l y t o 
<r (v) ,n (u ,v ) >-<A(v) ,n (u ,v ) > . T h e r e f o r e , 
<T (v^) ,n (u,Vj^) >-<A(v^) , n ( u , v ^ ) > >_ 0 
xiupxies Lha'c 
<r(v) , n ( u , v ) > - <A(v) , n ( u , v ) > ^ o . 
Hence F^  (u) is closed for every u e X, that is, condition (i) 
of Theorem 1.2.4 holds. It is easy to see that the assumption 
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(iii) is the same as the condition (ii) of Theorem 1.2.4, 
Thus,by Theorem 1.2.4, we have 
n F (u) i^ (j). 
ueX 
« 
Hence there exists an u e X such that 
o 
<T (u ),n(u,u )> >_ <A(u ),n(u,u )>, for all u e X. 
CHAPTER IV 
GENERAL MIXED STRONGLY NONLINEAR 
QUASI-VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of variational inequalities has become a rich 
source of inspiration in both mathematical and engineering 
sciences. Variational inequalities are an effective tool in 
studying the existence of solution of constrained problems ari-
sing in mechanics, optimization and control, operation research, 
engineering sciences, etc. Variational inequalities have been 
extended and generalized to study a wide class of oroblems in 
many different fields. In a variational inequality formulation, 
the convex set does not depend upon the solution. If the convex 
set does depend upon the solution itself, then the variational 
inequality is called a quasi variational inequality. These were 
introduced and studied by Bensoussan, Goursat and Lions [7]. 
Also, see Baiocchi and CapelO [3], Bensoussan and Lions [8 9] 
for the related work and applications of quasi variational in-
equalities. 
The study of the qualitative behaviour of the solution of 
the variational inequalities (or quasi variational inequalities) 
when the given operators and the feasibly convex set vary with a 
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parameter is known as sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis 
provides us useful information for designing & planning various 
equilibrium systems, predicting the future changes of the equili-
bria as a result of the changes in the governing system. In 
addition, from a theoretical point of view, sensitivity proper-
ties of mathematical programming problem can provide new insight 
concerning the problems being studied and can sometime stimulate 
new ideas and techniques for solving them. For further details 
see Brokate and Siddiqi [13], Dafermos [26], Kyparisis [46], 
Noor [69,72], Qiu and Magnanti [79] and Tobin [95]. 
In 1988, Noor [67] introduced a more general class of quasi 
variational inequalities known as general strongly nonlinear 
quasi variational inequalities. This type of quasi variational 
inequalities arises in the study of odd order free boundary 
value problems. 
In this chapter we consider a new class of quasi varia-
tional inequalities with friction term, which we call general 
mixed strongly nonlinear quasi variational inequality (GMSNOVI), 
and study the convergence of its iterative algorithm. We also 
study the sensitivity analysis of GMSNOVI problem. 
tn Section 4.2 we give some preliminaries and formulation 
of GMSNQVI problem. We also mention some special cases of 
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GMSNQVI problem. In Section 4.3, we sxlggest an iterative algo-
rithm for finding the approximate solution and show the eauiva-
lence to GMSNQVI problem. The particular cases of iterative 
algorithm are also discussed. In Section 4.4, we show that the 
approximate solution obtained from iterative algorithm converges 
to the exact solution of GMSNQVI problem,while we discuss the 
sensitivity analysis of GMSNQVI problem in Section 4.5. 
4.2. PRELIMINARIES AND FORMULATION 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with its dual H*. We 
denote (.,.), |I.1| and <.,.> by inner product, norm of H and 
duality pairing between H* and H respectively. Let a multi-
valued mapping K:u ->• K (u) which associates a closed convex sub-
set K(u) of H with every element u of H. Let T and A 
be nonlinear operators from H into H* and let g be a conti-
nuous operator from H into itself. Given j:H ->• R, a proper, 
convex, non-differentiable and lower semicontinuous functional. 
We consider the following problem which we call the general 
mixed strongly nonlinear quasi-variational inequality problem 
(GMSNQVIP): 
Find u e H such that g (u) e K(u) and 
<T(u) ,g(v)-g(u)> +j (v)-j (u) >_ <A(u) ,g (v)-g (u) > , (4.2.1) 
for all g (v) e K(u) . 
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Now we take the- form of the set K(u) as given by (1.3.3) 
i.e., 
K(u) = K+m(u) , 
where m is a single valued mapping from H into H and K 
is a nonempty closed convex subset of H. Now, we give some 
special cases of GMSNQVIP> 
I 
(i) If j(v) = 0 * for all v e H, then GMSNQVIP is equivalent 
to the Problem 1.3.12 (see, Noor [69] and Siddigi and 
Ansari [91]) . 
(ii) If A(u) = 0 and j(v) = 0 for all u,v £ H, then GMSNQVIP 
is exactly the Problem 1.3.10 (see, Noor [67]). 
(iii) If g =1 , the identity operator, and j(v) = 0 for all 
V e H, then GMSNQVIP is reduced to the Problem 1.3.8 
(see, Mosco [54] and Siddiqi and Ansari [90]). 
(iv) If g is the identity operator, <T(u),v-u> = a(u,v-u) is 
a bilinear form on H x H, A(u) = f e H* and j(v) = 0 
for all V e H, then GMSNQVIP is equivalent to the Problem 
1.3.2 (see, Noor [63]). 
(v) If m is a zero operator, g is identity operator and 
j(v) = 0 for all V e H, then GMSNQVIP is reduced to the 
Problem 2.1.1 (see, Brezis [12], Cohen [22], Cohen and 
Chaplais [23] and the references therein). 
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(vi) If m is a zero operator and j(v) = 0 for all v e H, 
then GMSNQVIP is equivalent to the Problem 1.3.11 (see, 
Noor [70]). 
(vii) If m and A are the zero operator and j(v) = 0 for 
all V e H, then GMSNQVIP is reduced to the Problem 1.3.9 
(see, Noor [661) . 
4.3. ITERATIVE ALGORITHMS 
In this section, we show that the GMSNOVI problem is equi-
valent to a fixed point problem. The fixed point formulation is 
then used to suggest a general iterative type algorithm for 
computing the solution of the GMSNQVI problem. We discuss also 
1 
the some special cases of suggested iterative algorithm. 
LEMMA 4.3.1: If K(u) is defined by the relation (1.3.3), then 
u e K(u) is a solution of GMSNQVI problem if and only if 
u e K(u) satisfies the following relation: 
g(u) = m(u) + Pj,[A())(u)-m(u) ] , (4.3.1) 
where (A (j) (u) ,g (v) ) = <(j)(u),g(v)> 
. = (g(u) ,g(v) )-p<T(u) ,g(v) > ~ 
-Pj (v)+p<A(u) ,g(v)>, (4.3.2) 
for all g(v) e K, p > 0 and P^ is the projection of H into 
K and A is the canonical isomorphism from H* onto H such 
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t h a t for a l l v e H and f e H*, 
<f,u> = (Af,v) and | | A | I J J * = 1 = I|A~-^II. (4 .3 .3 ) 
PROOF: It is easily show that u e K(u) satisfies GMSNQVI prob-
lem which is equivalent to finding g(u) e K(u) such that 
(g(u)-Ac() (u) ,cf (v) - g(u)) >_ 0, for all g(v) e K(u). Thus, by 
using Lemma 1.2.5, the GMSNQVI problem is equivalent to finding 
g(u) e K(u) such that 
g(u) = PK(u)t^*^^)^ 
= m(u)+Pj^ [A(l)(u)-m(u) ] . 
REMARK 4.3.1: Lemma 4.3.1 implies that the GMSNQVI problem is 
equivalent to finding a fixed point of u e F(u), where 
F(u) = u-g(u)+m(u)+P^[A(})(u)-m(u) ] . (4.3.4) 
The fixed point formulation (4.3.4) enables us to propose the 
following general and unified iterative algorithm for the GMSNQVI 
problem. 
1 
ALGORITHM 4.3.1: For given u^ e H, compute ^^+i by the itera-
tive scheme: 
^n+1 ^ u^ -g(u^ )+m(u^ )+Pj^ [A(|)(Uj^ )-m(u^ )] , (4.3.5) 
n = 0,1,2, 
Now we give some special cases of Algorithm 4.3.1: 
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(i) If j(v) = 0 for all v e H, then Algorithm 4.3.1 is 
exactly the same as discussed in Noor [69] and Siddiqi 
and Ansari [91]. 
ALGORITHM 4.3.2: For given u e H, compute u , by the scheme; 
^n+1^ "n~^ "^n^ '^ "^ ^^ n^ '^ K^^ ^^ %^ "P''^  (T (u^)-A(u^) )-m{u^) ] , 
n = 0/1^2,.... 
(ii) If m is zero mapping and j(v) = 0 for all v e H, 
then Algorithm 4.3.1 is equivalent to: 
ALGORITHM 4.3.3: For given u^ e H, compute ^^+i by the 
iterative scheme:-
^n+1 = ^n- ^<V-^ ^K ^9in^)-P^('^(n^)-A(u^))], 
n = 0,1,2, 
For the convergence analysis of Algorithm 4.3.3, (see, Noor [70]). 
(iii) If A(u) = 0 and j(u) = 0 for all u e H, then Algorithm 
4.3.1 is equivalent to: 
ALGORITHM 4.3.4: For given u e H, compute ^^^i ^Y the 
scheme: 
n = 0,1,2, 
For the convergence analysis of Algorithm 4.3.4, (see, Noor [67]). 
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(iv) If A(u) = 0, ra(u) = 0 and j (u) = 0 for all u e H, 
then Algorithm 4.3.1 reduces to the following: 
ALGORITHM 4.3.5: For given u^ e H, find u^.^ from the itera-
o n+i 
tive scheme: 
r^,-4-i= u -g(u^)+P^[g(u„)-pAT(u ) ] , n = 0,1,2,.'... 
nTX n n js. n n 
It is studied by Noor [66]. 
(v) If g = I, the identity operator, m(u) = 0, A{u) = 0 and 
j(u) = 0 for all u e H, then Algorithm 4.3.1 reduces to 
the one that is proposed by Glowinski, Lions and Tremo-
lieres f38] and, Noor and Noor [73]. 
4.4. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
In this section, we study those conditions under which the 
approximate solution obtained from Algorithm 4.3.1 converges to 
the exact solution of the GMSNQVI problem. First we prove the 
following Lemma which will be used in the main result of this 
section. 
LEMMA 4.4.1: Let T:H -»- H* and g:H -»• H, be both strongly mono-
tone and Lipschitz continuous operators. If the operator 
A:H -»- H* is Lipschitz continuous and 4i {u) e H* is defined as 
(4.3.2) for some p > 0, then 
I \<t>{u^)-<i>(u^) I I _5 e| |u3^ -U2l I, for all u^,U2 e H, (4.4.1) 
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where 
e = C + pv+/(l-2ap+6^p^) , C = /(l-2a+6^); (4.4.2) 
6,a and v are Lipschitz constants of the operators g,T and A 
respectively and , a and 6 are strongly monotonicity constants 
of g and T respectively. 
PROOF: For all ^ir^2 ^ ^' ^o^^Pute 
<({)(u^ )-(J)(u2) ,g(v)> = (g(u^)-g(u2) ,g(v) )-p<r(u^)-T(u2) ,g(v)> 
+ p<A(u^)-A(u2) '^^^^ ^  
•= (g(u^)-g(u2)-pA (T(u^)-T(u2)) ,g(v)) + 
+ p<A(u^)-A(U2)/g(v)>, 
from which it follows'that 
I <())(u^ )-(|)(u2) ,g(v) >!_<{ I |g(u^)-g(u2)-(u^-U2) I | + | |u^-U2-pA (Tu^-Tu2)! | + 
+ p| |A(u^)-A(u2) I I } ||g(v)||. (4.4.3) 
By the strict monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity of T we 
have 
1 |u3^ -U2-pA (T(u^)-T(u2)) I 1^  ^  (l-2ap+6^ P^) | | Uj^ -U2 I | ^  (4.4.4) 
and since g is also strictly monotone and Lipschitz continuous # 
we have 
I |g(u^)-g(u2)-(u^-U2) I 1^  J (l-2a+6^) ||u^-U2ll^. (4.4.5) 
From (4.4.3) , (4.4.4) , (4.4.5) and Lipschitz continuity of A, 
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we have 
I < 4 (u^ ) -(() {U2) ,g(v) > I _< (\/(l-20+?) +/[l-2ap+p^3^) +pv) | lu^-U211 11 g(v) 11 
= el|u^-U2lI 1|g(v)II. 
Hence 
I <(j)(u^)-(j)(u2) ,g(v)>l 
I I (()("-,)-* (U2) I I = s u p 
^ ^ g(v)eH ||g(v)|| 
< e||u^-u2l|. 
I 
The proof is complete. 
We now prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.4.1: Let the operators T and g be both strongly 
monotone and Lipschitz continuous and let the operators A and 
m be both Lipschitz continuous. If u , and u are the 
solution of (4.3.5) and GMSNQVI problem respectively then u , 
strongly converges "to u in H, for some p > 0 and 
a-hv(C-l) /(a+v(C-l) )^-(6^"v^)C(2-C) 
1P ^ 1 < ' (4.4.6) 
C < 1, a > v(l-C)+/(6^-v^)C(2-C) , v(l-C) < a and 
c = 2^+2/(1-20+6^) , 
where the constants Sfa,v,a and 6 are the same as in Lemma 4.4.1 
and ^ is Lipschitz constant of m. 
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PROOF: From Lemma 4.3.1, we conclude that the solution u of 
GMSNQVI problem can be characterized by the relation (4.3.1), 
we have 
I |Uj^ +i~"l 1 = 1 |Uj^-u-(g(u^)-g(u) )+m{u^) -m(u) + 
+P^[A(j)(u„)-m(u ) ]-P^[A(j)(u)-m(u) ] | | . 
i\ n n is. 
By Lemma 1 . 2 . 6 and t r i a n g l e i n e q u a l i t y , we have 
I I % + i - ^ ! b l I % ~ ^ ~ <? <%> - g (u) ) I I +1 1 m (u^) -m (u) I 1 + 
+ I |A (}) (u^) -m (u^) -A (f) (u) +m (u) I I 
J | u ^ - u - ( g ( u ^ ) - g ( u ) ) | 1+2 | lm(u^) -m(u) | | + 
+ 1 U(u^)-(f ) (u) I I , / ' ' ( 4 . 4 . 7 ) 
s i n c e | JA | | = 1 . 
Us ing ( 4 . 4 . 5 ) , Lemma 4 . 4 . 1 and L i p s c h i t z c o n t i n u i t y of m 
i n ( 4 . 4 . 7 ) , we have 
I | u ^ + i - u l I ^ { 2 /0^^20+6^)+2 C+pv+/( 1-2 ap +6^ p^) }| | u ^ - u l | . 
Hence 
11%+r^l I = (C+t(p)+pv) M^n"'"'! 
= e | | u ^ - u | | , 
where e = C+pv+t(p) w i t h 
C = 2 ^ +2v/( 1-2 a+6^) , t ( p ) = \/(lr-2ap+p^ Q'^) 
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/ 2 
Now t (p) assumes its minimum value for p = -y with t(p)=Vl- —5-, 
We have to show that 9 < 1. For p = p, C+pv+t(p) < 1 implies 
that C < 1 and 
a > v(l-C)+y(6^-v^)C(2-C) . 
Thus it follows that 6 = C+pv+t(p) < 1 for all P with 
a+v{C-l) /[a+v (C-1) ) ^ - (B^ -v"^ ) C (2-T) 
|P -
B2-V2 ' B2-V2 
C < 1, a > v(l-C)+/(3^-v^)C(2-C) and v(l-c) < a. 
Since 6 < 1, so the problem (4.3.1), has a unique solution 
u and consequently, the iterative solution u , of (4.3.5) 
strongly converges to u, the exact solution of the GMSNQVI 
problem. The proof is complete. 
4.5. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
In this section, we study the sensitivity analysis of 
GMSNQVI problem following the ideas and technique of Dafermos [26] . 
To formulate the parametria GMSNQVI problemj let M be an 
open subset of H, in which the parameter X takes values and 
assumes that {K, (u) 4 A e M} is a family of closed convex subsets 
A 
Of H. The parametric GMSNQVI problem is to find u e H such 
that g(u) e K^ (u) and 
<T(u,A) ,g(v)-g(u) >+j (v)-j (u) >_ <A(u, A) ,g (v)-g (u) > , (4.5.1) 
for all g(v) e K, (u) , where 
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T(u,A) and A(u,A) are given operators defined on the set of 
(u,A) with A e M and take values in H. We also assume that 
for some A e M, the parametric GMSNQVI problem (4.5.1) admits a 
solution u. We want to investigate those conditions under which, 
for each A in a neighbourhood of A, the parametric GMSNQVI prob-
lem (4.5.1) has a unique solution u(A) near u and the function 
u(A) is continuous (Lipschitz continuous). 
We assume that X is the closure of a ball in H centered 
at u. 
We need the following concepts. 
DEFINITION 4.5.1: An operator T:X x M -^  H* is said to be, for 
all A e M, u,v c X, 
(i) locally strongly monotone^ if there exists a constant 
a > 0 such that 
<T(u,A)-T(v,A) ,u-v> >_ a| |u-v| |^ ; (4.5.2) 
(ii) locally Lipsahitz oontinuous j if there exists a constant 
6 > 0 such that 
I |T(U,A)-T(V,A) I I '._< 6l |u-v( I . (4.5.3) 
REMARK 4.5.1: From (4.5.2) and (4.5.3) we have a _< 6. 
From Lemma 4.3.1, we see that the parametric GMSNQVI prob-
lem (4.5.1) can be transformed to the fixed point problem of the 
map 
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F(u,A) = u-a(u)+m(u)+P^[A(l)(u, A)-m(u) ] , (4.5.4) 
for all X e M, where (l)(u,A) is defined as 
(A4>(u,A) ,g(v)) = <1)(u,A);g(v)> 
= {g(u) ,g(v) )-p<r(u,A) ,g(v) > -
-pj (v)+p <A(u,A) ,g(v)>, (4.5.5) 
for some p < 0. 
Now, by Lemm^ 4.4.1, we can easily get 
j |(()(u^ ,A)-(})(u2,A) I I _< 0] |uj^ -U2l I for all u-^ ,U2 e X (4.5.6) 
and for all A e M, where 6 = C+pv+/(l-2ap+3'^P^) , C = v/(l-2a+6^) . 
Here we are interested in the case when the solution of 
parametric GMSNQVI problem (4.5.1)lies in the interior of X. 
Therefore we consider the map P*(u,A) defined by 
F*(u,A) = u-5(u)+m(u)+Pj^ j^ j^ [A(l)(u,A)-m(u)] , (4.5.7) 
A 
for all (u,A) e X x M. 
Now we show that the mapping F*(u,A) is a contraction 
mapping with respect to u, uniformly in A e M. 
LEMMA 4.5.1: Let g(u) be strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous. Let T(u,A) be locally strongly monotone and let 
T(u,A) and A(u,A) be both locally Lipschitz continuous. If a 
functional j:H -»• R is proper, convex and lower semi-continuous 
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then^for all u^,U2 e X, and A e M, we have 
1 JF*(u^,A)-F*(u2,A) I I ^  e||u^-U2!|, (4.5.8) 
where 0 < 6 = C+pv+/(l-2ap+3^P^) < 1» 
C = 2C+2/(l-2a+6^) for some p > 0 which satisfies (4.4.6). 
PROOF: The proof of this Leituna is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 4.4.1. 
The following Lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.5.1 
and Banach fixed point theorem. 
LEMMA 4.5.2: For every A e M, the map F*(u,A) defined by 
(4.5.7) has a unique fixed point. 
REMARK 4.5.2: By assumption, the function u, for A = A, is a 
solution of the parametric GMSNQVI problem (4.5.1). Again using 
Lemma 4.5.1, we see that u is a fixed point of F*(u,A) and it 
is also a fixed point of F*(u,A). Consequently, we conclude 
that u(A) = u = F*(u(A) ,A) . 
Now we shall prove the continuity of the solution u(A) of 
the parametric GMSNQVI problem (4.5.1) which is the motivation 
of our next Lemma. 
« 
LEMMA 4.5.3: Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 4.5.1 
hold. If the operators T(u,A), A(u,A), g(u),m(u) and the map 
A ^ Pj^^j^[A(|)(u,A)-m(u)] 
A 
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are continuous (Lipschitz continuous) at A = X, then the solution 
u(A) satisfying parametric GMSNOVI problem (4.5.1) is continuous 
(Lipschitz continuous) at A = A. 
PROOF: Fix A £ M. Then using the triangle inequality, Lemma 
4.4.1 and Lemma 4.4.2, we have 
I |u(A)-u(A) I 1 _< I 1F*(U(A) ,A)-F*(u(A) ,A) 1 I + 
+ 1 |F*(u(A) ,A)-F*(u(A) ,A) I | 
_< e| lu(A)-u(A) I 1+1 |F*(u(A) ,A)-F*(u(A) ,A) | | . (4.5.9) 
By using (4.5.6) and the fact that the projection map is non-
expensive we have 
I lF*(u(A) ,A)-F*(u(A) ,A) 1 |j<| | P^ ^ ^^ ^ [A cj) (u (A) ,A)-m(u)] -
A 
-Pj, ^ ^[A(j)(u(A) ,A)-m(u) ]'| l + I |Pj^  ^^[A<i>{n(X) ,A)-m(u)] -
A A ^ 
-P^_^^[A(l>(u(l) ,A)-m(u) ] I I 
A 
^1 |<|)(u(A) ,A)-(()(u(A) ,A) I I + 
1 
+ 1 |Pj^  ^ ^[A(()(u(A) ,*A)-m(u) I-P^-n xt^*<"^^) ,A)-m(u) ] ! I . (4.5.10) 
A A 
From (4.5.9), (4.5.10) and Remark 4.5.2, we get 
||u(A)-u|| _<rr^ 1 |(f)(u(A) ,A)-(f)(u(A) ,A) i 1 + 
+ JZ^ I IPJ^ ^ jj[A(l)(u(A) ,A)-m(u)] 
"^K-n x^^*^^^^^ ,A)-m(u) 111, 
A 
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from which the required result is obtained 
LEMMA 4.5.4: Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.5.3, there exists 
a neighbourhood N c M of A such that i\ e N, u{X> is a unique 
solutiqn of the parametric GMSNQVI problem (4.5.1) in the inte-
rior of X. 
PROOF: Its proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.5 of Dafermos [26]. 
On the basis of above results and observations, we obtain 
the following main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.5.1: Let u be the solution of the parametric GMSNQVI 
problem (4.5.1) at A = X. Let g (u) be 'strongly monotone and 
Lipschitz continuous operator and let T(u,X) be locally strongly 
monotone and locally Lipschitz continuous operator for all 
u,v e X and A e M. Also, let A(u,A). be locally Lipschitz 
continuous operator for all u,v e X and A e M. If the operators 
T(u,A), A(u, A) ,g (u) ,m(u) .and the map 
A -> Pj^ j^^ [A(j)(u,A)-m(u)] 
A 
are continuous (Lipschitz continuous) at A = A. Then there exists 
a neighbourhood N c M of A such that for A e N, the paramet-
ric GMSNQVI problem (4.5.1) has a unique solution u(A) in the 
interior of X, u(A) = u and u(A) is continuous (Lipschitz 
continuous) at A = A. 
CHAPTER V 
GENERALIZED MIXED MULTIVALUED VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Variational inequality theory is rich and exciting, and 
within it one can find a wealth of powerful ideas which not only 
reveal fundamental facts on the qualitative behaviour of solu-
tions but also provide a natural frame-work for applying the new 
numerical methods. This theory has enjoyed' a vigorous growth 
for the last twenty years. An important and useful generaliza-
tion of a class of variational inequalities is a class of genera-
lized multivalued variational ineaualities which was introduced 
by Saigal [81] in 1976, and further studied by Fang and Paterson 
[33], Chan and Pang [15] and Ansari [1]. Applications of the 
generalized multivalued variational inequalities are given by 
Fang [32]. Recently, Chang and Huang [16] introduced and studied 
an extended form of generalized multivalued variational inequa-
lity in Hilbert spaces. Motivated and inspired by the recent 
research going on- in this field, we introduce and study a more 
general and new class of variational inequalities with non-local 
frictional term for multivalued mappings of which the mostly all 
previously known classes are special cases. 
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We use projection technique to study the existence of 
solution of our new class of variational inequalities for multi-
valued mappings and the convergence of the sequences generalized 
by the suggested algorithm. We also study the qualitative beha-
viour of the solution of our new class of variational inequali-
ties with non-local frictional term for multivalued mappings 
when the given operators and the feasible convex set vary with a 
parameter. This type of study is known as sensitivity analysis 
of the solution. The sensitivity analysis for variational in-
equalities has been studied by many authors, (see, Dafermos [26], 
Kyparisis [46], Noor [69,72], Qiu and Magnanti[79] and Tobin [95]). 
In Section 5.2, after reviewing some basic notations and 
facts, we introduce a new class of variational inequalities with 
non local frictional term for multivalued mappings and give its 
unified algorithm. We also discuss the special cases. In Section 
5.3, we-study the existence of solutions for the new class of 
variational inequalities with non local firctional term for 
multivalued mappings and the convergence of iterative sequence 
constructed by algorithmS|while the sensitivity analysis for 
solution is discussed in Section 5.4. 
5.2. FORMULATION AND ALGORITHMS 
Let H be a real Hilbert space whose inner product and 
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norm are denoted by (.,.) and I|.|I respectively. Let K be a 
nonempty closed convex subset of H. Let T and A be the 
multivalued operators from K into 2 , the family of all non-
empty subsets of H. Finally, let the form b:H x H -> R satisfy 
the following properties: 
(i) b(.,.) is linear in the first argument; (5.2.1) 
(ii) b(.,.) is bounded, that is, there exists a constant 
C > 0 such that 
|b(u,v) I _< 4l |ul 1 l|v|l for all u,veH; (5.2.2) 
(iii) b(.,.) is sub linear in the second argument, that is, 
for all u,v e H ,/ 
b(u,u-v) _< b(u,u)-b(u,v) (5.2.3) 
Now, we consider the problem of finding u e K, x e T(u) and 
y e A(u) such that 
(x,v-u)+b(u,v)-b(u,u) >^  (y,v-u) , (5.2.4) 
for all V e K, which we call generalized mixed multivalued 
variational inequality problem (GMMVIP). 
The following are the special cases of GMMVIP: 
(1) If b(u,v) = 0 for all u,v e H, then GMMVIP reduces to 
« 
the problem'.of finding u e K, x e T (u) , y e A(u) such 
that 
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(x,v-u) >_ (y,v-u) , (5.2.5) 
for all V e K, which is introduced and studied by Ansari [1]. 
(2) If A(u) = 0 and b(u,v) = 0 for all u,v e H, then 
GMMVIP reduces to the problem of finding u e K, X e T(u) 
such that 
(x,v-u) >_ 0 (5.2.6) 
for all V e K, which is introduced and studied by Saigal [81] 
and Fang and Paterson [33]. 
(3) If T and A are single valued mappings from K into 
H, then the GMMVIP is reduced to the problem to find 
u e K, such that 
(T (u) ,v-u)+b(u,v)-b(u,u) >^  (A(u),v-u) (5.2.7) 
for all V e K, which is considered and studied by Siddiqi [88]. 
In the sequel, we need the following definitions: 
tjr 
DEFINITION 5.2.1: A multivalued mapping T:K -»• 2 is said to 
be strongly monotone^ if there exists a.constant a > 0 such that 
2 
(x^-X2/V-u) >^  a I |v-u| I , 
for all u,v e K, X- e T(v) and x_ e T(u) . 
DEFINITION 5.2.2: Let A:K -> C(H) be a multivalued mapping 
where C(H) denotes the family of all non-empty compact subsets 
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of H. We say that A is h-Lipsahitz aontinuouSj if there 
exists a constant v > 0 such that 
h(A(v) ,A(u)) J vl Iv-ul I , 
for all u,v e K, where h(.,.) is the Hausdorff metric on C(H). 
LEMMA 5.2.1: Let K C H be a closed convex subset. Then u e K, 
X e T(u) and y e A(u) are the solution of GMMVIP if and only if 
u e K, X e T(u) and y e A(u) satisfy the following relation; 
u = Pj^ [<|)(u)] , (5.2.8) 
where cj):H ->- H is defined as 
((j)(u),v) = {u,v)-p(x,v)-pb(u,v)+p(y,v) , (5.2.9) 
for all V e H, X e T(u) and y e A(u) , where p > 0 is a constant 
and P is the projection of H on K. 
PROOF: Let u e K, x e T(u) and y e A(u) satisfy the rela-
tion (5.2.8)/ then by Lemma 1.2.5, we see that the relation 
(5.2.8) is equivalent to find u e K, x e T(u) and y e A(u) 
such that 
(u-(|) (u) ,v-u) ^ 0, for all v e K, 
i.e. , 
(u,v-u) >_ ((}) (u) ,v-u) . (5.2.10) 
Using (5.2.9) and (5.2.10), we obtain 
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(u,v-u) ^  (u,v-u)-p(x,v-u)-pb(u,v-u)+p(y,v-u) 
>_ (u,v-u) -p (x,v-u) -pb{u,v) +pb(u,u) +p (y,v-u) 
i.e. (5.2.4) . 
Next we consider a more general and unified algorithm 
for finding the approximate solution of GMMVIP. 
ALGORITHM 5.2.1: Let K d H be a closed convex subset and let 
T, A : K -> C(H) be two multivalued mappings. For any u e K, 
take x^ e T (u ) , y e A(u„) and o o o o 
^1 " ^ K^*^%^ ^  • 
Since K c: H, we can choose u^ £ K such that 
1' 
^ r ^1 = P K ^ ^ ^ V ^ -
Since x e T (u ) e C(H) , by Nadler [57], there exists an x^e T(u.) 
such that 
I|x^ -x^ lI < h(T(u^),T(u^)). 
Similarly, for any y e A{u ) e C(H), there exists a y- e A{u,) 
such that 
I lyo"^l" ^ h(A(u^), A(u^)). 
Let 
^2 ~ Pj^[<j) (u.) ] , for U2 e K. 
By induction method, we can obtain three sequences {u },{x } and 
{y } as follows-: 
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x^ e T (u^) , 1 I x^-x^^ J I _< h(T(u^),T(u^^^)), (5.2.11) 
Yn e '^(V'll^n-yn+l'l ^ h(A(u^),A(u^^^)), (5.2.12) 
"n+1 " ^K^*^%^'' ^ " 0^1/2, , (5.2.13) 
where p > 0 is a constant and * is defined by (5.2.9). 
Now, we give some special cases for Algorithm 5.2.1. 
(1) If T and A are single valued mappings, then the Algo-
rithm 5.2.1 reduces to the following: 
ALGORITHM 5.2.2: For given u e K, compute u ^ by the itera-
tive scheme 
u^^^ = Pj,r(!)(u^ )], n = 0,1,2, , (5.2.14) 
where, for all v e H, 
(<l)(Uj^ ),v) = (Uj^,v)-p(T(u^) ,v)-pb(u^,v)+p(A(u^) ,v) ; 
p > 0 is constant. The convergence analysis of this algorithm 
is studied by Siddiqi [88]. 
(2) If T and A are single valued mappings and b(u,v) = 0 
for all u,v e H, then the Algorithm 5.2.1 is exactly the 
same as discussed in Noor [61] and ,Noor and Noor (73]. 
5.3. EXISTENCE THEORY 
In this section, we discuss the existence of solutions of 
GMMVIP and prove that the aporoximate solution of GMMVIP obtained 
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by Algorithm 5.2.1 converges to the exact solution. 
THEOREM 5.3.1: Let K c: H be a closed convex subset. Suppose 
T:K -> C(H) is stifongly monotone and h-Lipschitz continuous, 
A:K -»- C(H) is h-Lipschitz continuous and b(.,.):Hx H->R is 
satisfying (5.2.1), (5.2.2), (5.2.3). If 
2(a-v-^) ^ 
0 < p < -^ 5r , P < r-TF' ^ "^  °'"?' (5.3.1) 
6^-(v+?)^ ^^^ 
where a is the strongly monotone constant of T, 3 and v are the 
Lipechitz constants of T and A respectively and ^ is the 
bounded constant of b(.,.). Then there exist u e K, x e T(u) 
and y e A(u) which are the solution of GMMVIP and 
^n "^  "' ^n "^  ^ ' ^n "^  ^  (n -> «>) , 
where the sequences {u }, {x } and {y } are generalized by 
Algrothim 5.2.1. 
PROOF: From Algorithm 5.2.1 and the Lemma 1.2.6, we have 
•- ll%+l-%il = l|PK[*<Vl-PKf*<^n-l)^II 
_< I |4'(Un^"'^^"n-l^ I I- (5.3.2) 
Now, for V e H, we compute 
(0)(u^ )-cO(u^ _^ ),v) = (u^-u^_3^,v)-p(x^-x^_^,v) -
-pb(u^-u^_^,v)+p(y^-y^_^,v) 
= <%-"%-l-P<^n-Vl^'''^~^^^''n-%-l'''^ "" 
•^P^^n-^n-l'^)-
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+ Pllyn-^n-lll "v||. (5.3.3) 
Since T is h-Lipschitz continuous, from (5.2.11), we have 
N^n-^n-ll I - ^^^<"n^'^<%-l)^ - ^ • I ^ n'^n-l • l' (5.3.4) 
Since T i s s t r o n g l y monotone, i t can be o b t a i n e d , by u s ing 
( 5 . 3 . 4 ) , such t h a t 
o p i 9 ? 
llv%-rp^Wi)ll= N%-%-ill -^pWi'Wi^-'p llx„-x^ _ill 
- I 1%-^n-ll 1^- 2pa| |u^-u^_J |2+p2h2(T(u^),T(u^_^)) 
_< (l-apa+p^a^) I I V V l ' l ^ - (5 .3 .5 ) 
Further, since A is h-Lipschitz continuous, from (5.2.12), we 
have 
llYn~^n-lII ^*h(A(u^),A(u^_^)) ^ v | |u^-u^_ J | , (5.3.6) 
From (5.3.3), (5.3.5) and (5.3.6), we get 
I (<t>(u^ )-<})(u^ _3^ ) ,v) I ,_< {\/(l-2pa+p'^ B^ )+p^ +pv}I l%-u^_i| I I |v| I 
l(<|)(u )-(t.(u ),v)I 
iU(uJ-*(u^_,)M =sup " " 
veH ))v)) 
_< {/(l-2pa+p23^")+pC+Pv}| |u^-u^_^| I. (5.3.7) 
From (5.3.2) and (5.3.7), we have 
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l"n~"n-l"'- (^(l-2pa+p'^6^)+p5+pv} l|Un""n-l'J 
= eil^n-^n-lll' (5.3.8) 
where 0 < 6 = {/(l-2pa+p B )+p^+pv} < 1 under the condition 
(5.3.1). 
From (5.3.8), we see that {u } is a Cauchy sequence in K. 
Hence, there exists an u e K such that u - > - u e K as n •*• <=°, 
' n ' 
since K is closed convex subset of H. Also (5.3.4) and (5.3.6) 
imply that x and y are Cauchy sequences in H. Let 
n n 
X ^ X e H, y -»• y e H (n ^ <») and let 
n -^ n -^  
u* = Pj^ [c()(u)] . .^ (5.3.9) 
It follows from (5.2.13) and the Lemma 1'. 2.6, that 
<_ I |(|)(u^)-(})(u) I 1 . (5.3.10) 
Now, for V e H, we have 
((|) (u^ )-({) (u) ,v) = (u^-u,v)-p(x^-x,v)-pb(Uj^-u,v)+p (y^-y,v) 
I ((t)(u„)-(()(u) ,v) I 
I \<i>{u)-'t>(u) II = sup ^ 
veH V 
_< (1+P5) ||u„-u| |+p(||Xj^-x|| + | ly^-yl I) • (5.3.11) 
From (5.3.10) and (5.3.11), we have 
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ll"n+l-"*ll - (l+PC)||%-u|!+P(||x^-x|| + ||y^-yM) 
->• 0, as n -^  to / 
which implies that u = u*, that is, 
u = Pj^ [(l)(u)] . (5.3.12) 
Next, we show that x e T(u). Indeed, we have 
d(x,T(u)) _< I |x-x^| |+d(x^,T(u)) 
_< I Ix-x^l l+h(T(u^) ,T(vi)) 
< l|x-x^||+3|Iu^-u|| 
_< 0, as n •> 00, 
where d(x,T(u)) = inf {||x-w|l:w e T(u)} ^ 0. Hence, from the 
above inequalities, we get d(x,T(u)) = 0. This implies that 
X e T(u). Similarly, we can easily show that y e A(u). 
By Lemma 5.2.1 and (5.3.12),we conclude that u e K, 
X e T(u) and y e A(u) are the solution of the GMMVIP and 
u. 
n 
u, x^ ^ X, y^ -*• y (n -> oo) . 
The proof is complete. 
5.4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
In this section, we discuss the qualitative behaviour of 
the GMMVIP. To formulate the parametric problem, let S be an 
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open subset of H in which the parameter A takes values and 
assumes that { K, : A e S} is a family of all nonempty closed convex 
subsets of H. Let [.,.] be a Lipschitz continuous mapping from 
K X S into H. The parametric GMMVIP is to find u e K,, 
A A 
(x,A) e T(u,A), (y,A) e A(u,A) such that 
l(x,X) ,v-u}+b([u,X]v}-h(lu,X]u) ^ ((y,A),v-u), (5.4.1) 
1-
for all V e K , where T(u,A) and A(u,A) are multivalued 
mappings defined on K, x S and, b([u,A},v) is a mapping 
defined on [K ,S] x H. 
ASSUMPTION 5.4.1: For some A e S, the parametric problem (5.4.1) 
has a solution u. 
We would like to investigate those conditions under which, 
for each A in a neighbourhood of A, the parametric problem 
(5.4.1) has a unique solution u(A) near u and the function 
u(A) is continuous (Lipschitz continuous). We assume that B 
is the closure of a ball in H centered at u. 
We need the following concepts: 
DEFINITION 5.4.1: A multivalued mapping T defined on B x S 
to C(H) is said to be locally strongly monotone^ if there 
exists a constant a > 0 such that 
( (x^,A)-(x2,A) ,u-v) 21 «l |u-v| 1^ , ' 
for all u,v e B, (x.,A) e T(u,A) and (x^/A) e T(v,A). 
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DEFINITION 5.4.2: A multivalued mapping A defined on B x s 
to C(H) is said to be looalty h-Lipsohitz oontinuousj if there 
exists a constant v > 0 such that 
h(A"(u,A) ,A(v,A) ) jv||u-vl|, 
for all u,v e B and A £ S, where h(.,.) is the Hausdorff 
metric on C(H). 
DEFINITION 5.4.3: A mapping [.,.]:BxS^H is said to be 
locally Lipsahitz aontinuouej if there exists a constant a > 0 
such that 
1 I [U3^,X]-[U2,A] 1 I ^  al |u^-U2l 1, 
I ' 
for all u-,u« e B with A e S and v e H. 
From Lemma 5.2.1, we conclude that the parametric problem 
(5.4.1) is equivalent to a fixed point problem of the map 
F(u,A) = Pj^ [(})(u,A)] , (5.4.2) 
where 
(<})(u,A),v) = (u,v)-p((x,A) ,v)-pb([u,A],v)+pt(y,A)',v) (5.4.3) 
for all A £ S, v e H; p > 0 is a constant, where P„ is the 
A 
projection of H on the family of all non-empty closed convex 
sets K, in H. 
Since we are interested in the case, when the solution of 
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the parametric problem (5.4.1) lies in the interior of B, so 
we consider the map F*(u,A) defined lay 
F*(u,X) = Pj^ .^ g[(J)(u,A)] , (5.4.4) 
A 
for all (u,A) e B x s. 
Next we show that the map F*(u,A) has a fixed point 
which is the motivation of our next result. 
LEMMA 5.4.1: Let T(u,A) and [u,A] be the locally strongly 
monotone and locally Lipschitz continuous respectively, and let 
T(u,A) and A(u,A) be both locally h-Lipschitz continuous. If 
b([u,A],v) satisfies (5.2.1), (5.2.2) and (5.2.3), then 
for all ^1/^2 e B and A e S we have 
I |F*(u^,A)-F*(u2,X) I I ^ e|Iu^-U2| 
where 0 < e = V(l-2pa+p e>^)+pv+pE,o < 1 for 
2(a-v-^o) -
0 < p < ... , , p < ^ ^ , V < a-Ca , (5.4.5) 
where a is the locally strongly monotone constant of T(u,A); 3 
and V are the locally h-Lipschitz constants of T(u,A) and 
A(u,A) respectively; ^ is the bounded constant of b([u,A],v) 
and o is locally Lipschitz continuous constant of [u,AJ, 
PROOF: By using (5.4.4) and Lemma 1.2.6, we have 
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I |F*(U^,A)-F*(U2,A) I I _< I |(J)(U^ ,A)-(|)(U2,A) I I 
By using the similar argument to get (5.3.7)/ we have 
I |F*(Uj^,A)-F*(U2'^^ I I -5 e| l^i-"2l I 
where 0 < 9 = /(l-2pa+p 3 )+pv+p^a < 1 is true for (5.4.5). 
REMARK 5.4.1: Lemma 5.4.1 also shows that the map F*(u,A) 
defined by (5.4.4) has a unique fixed point u(A) = F*(u,A). 
By assumption 4.5.1, the function u is a solution of parametric 
problem (5.4.1) for A = A. Again using Lemma 5.4.1 we see that 
u is a fixed point of F*(u,A) and it is also a fixed point of 
F*(u,A). Consequently, we have u(A) = u = F*(u(A),A). 
Now we show that the solution u(A) of the parametric 
problem (5.4.1) is continuous (or Lipschitz continuous). 
« 
LEMMA 5.4.2: Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 5.4,1 
hold. If the multivalued mappings T(u,A) and A(u,A) are 
continuous (h-Lipschitz continuous) and the mapping [u,A] and 
the map A -> P^ ^ „ [(J) (u. A) ] are continuous (Lipschitz continuous) K^nB 
at A = A, then the solution u(A) satisfying (5.4.1) is conti-
nuous (Lipschitz continuous) at A = A. 
PROOF: For A e S and using Lemma 5.4.1, we have 
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I | u ( A ) - u ( A ) I 1 = I | F * ( U ( A ) , A ) - J ' * ( u ( A ) . , I ) I I 
_< I 1 F * ( U ( A ) , A ) - F * ( u ( X ) ,A) I l + l | F * ( u ( X ) , A ) - F * ( u ( A ) ,A) | 
_< e | | u ( A ) - u ( A ) I l + l | F * ( u ( A ^ A ) - F * ( u ( A ) ,A) | ] , 
( 5 . 4 . 6 ) 
From ( 5 . 4 . 4 ) a n d t h e Lemma 1 . 2 . 6 , we h a v e 
> M F * ( U ( A ) , A ) - F * ( U ( A ) , A ) | | _< | |Pgf^g€(i)(u(A),A)]-P^j^g[<J)(u(A),A)]|I + 
A A 
A A ^ 
< | | ( | ) (u(A),A)- (()(u(A),A) II + ,• '' 
A A 
_< p | | ( x ( A ) , A ) - ( x ( A ) , A ) | | + p | | (y(A ) ,A) - (y (A) , A) |I + 
+p? | | (u (A) ,A) - (u (A) ,A) | | + | | P j , ^g [ ( t , ( u (A) ,A) ] -PK_^Bf*^^^^^ ' ^^^" ' ^^'^•'^^ 
A A 
since b([u,A] ,v) is bounded and linear in the first argument. 
From (5.4.6), (5.4.7) and Remark (5.4.1), we have 
I |u(A)-u(A) I I :_<3-^ {| I (x,A)-(x,A) I l + l I (y, A)-(y. A) I I + 
. * + ^  I |Iu,A]-[u,A] I |> + 
• ' T ^ liVnBf*<^'"^)^-%nBf*<^'^)^ll 
A A 
which implies that u(A) is continuous (Lipschitz continuou^ at 
A = A. 
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The proof is complete. 
Similarly using the technique of Dafermos [26], we can show 
that there exists a neighbourhood N d S of A such that for 
X e N, u(A) is the unique solution of the parametric problem 
(5.4.1) in the interior of B. 
On the basis of the above results and observations, we 
obtain the main result. 
THEOREM 5.4.1: Let u be the solution of the parametric problem 
(5.4.1) at A = X and let T(u,A), A(u,A), [u,A] and b([u,A],v) 
be the same as in Lemma 5.4.1. Suppose that the mappings T(u,A), 
A(u,A) , [u,A] and the map A -> P [(J)(u,A)] are the same. 
A 
as in Lemma 5.4.2 at A = A. Then there exists a neighbourhood 
N C S of A such that for A e N, the parametric problem (5.4.1) 
has a unique solution u(A) in the interior of B, u(A) = u 
and u(A) is continuous (Lipschitz continuous) at A = A. 
CHAPTER VI 
ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS IN PERFORATED MEDIA 
WITH DOUBLY PERIODIC STRUCTURE 
e.l. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we study the asymptotic behaviour of the 
following model which is the simplest possible situation of com-
posite materials: 
A^u = f in $7 (6.1.1) 
u = 0 on 8 Jl , (6.1.2) 
where A^ is the second order elliptic operator and ft is an open 
bounded set in R and 8fi its boundary.' If the period of the 
structure is small compared to the size of the region in which 
the system is to be studied, then an asymptotio behaviour is 
called for to obtain an asymptotic expansion of the solution in 
terms of a small parameter e which is the ratio of the period of 
the structure to a typical length in the region. 
The problem (6.1.1)- (6.1.2) has already been studied by 
Cioranescu'[2 0] by energy methods. 
Here we consider the Problem (6.1.1)- (6.1.2) in domain 
Q which consists of a perforated with a large number of holes 
2 
or of obstacles of size e and very small size e which are 
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arranged in a periodic manner, also with period £ and period 
e . Lions [50] considered the problem (6.1.1)-(6.1.2) xn a per-
forated media with- a large number of obstacles of size e only. 
Section 6.2 deals with the construction of the domain Ji and 
e 
setting of the problem (6.1.1)- (6.1.2). For related work, see 
Lions[51J, In Section 6.3, we give the construction of the 
asymptotic expension or an homogenized operator of the problem 
(6.1.1)- (6.1.2) . The method used here is a variant of the method 
of multiscales as used in the book of Bensoussan, Lions and Papani-
colaou [10] for problems of homogenization arising in composite 
materials. Section 6.4 deals with the error estimation. 
6.2. SETTING OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider 
Y = n ]0, y°[ 
j = l 3 
n 
and Z = n ]0, zT[ 
j = l 3 . 
We also consider a set 9 C Y, a set w C Z , 88 = S , aw = T and 
2 
next we define cQ (respectively e to) and the set f(e9) (respec-
~ 2 ~ 
tively f(e co) ) , where T (respectively T) denotes the set of all 
translations {eK-y?,....,eK y°} (respectively {e i^z?,...,£ I z_ } 
1 1 n n 1 1 m m 
where I'.s are integers) where Kis are integers. 
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If Q is a bounded open set in R, with boundary T we 
define 
^ = K\(a n (T(ee) U ?(e^ a)))) . (6.2.1) 
We also set 
S = 9(T(ee) ) n ^ , (6.2.2) 
T 2= 9(T(G^ aj)) n P^ . (6.2.3) 
e 
The boundary of n. contained in r i s denoted by r , so t ha t 
a r < = r u s u T „ (6.2.4) 
e e e 2 
From a geometrical ^oint of view, this means that fi is obtained 
2 by taking out of Q the sets efl and e u together with all the 
2 
translated sets of eO and of e w which intersect fi with trans-
lations parallel to the axis and multiple integers of ey. and 
e z.. Thus fi has a doubly periodic structure with small 
2 
obstacles ee and very small obstacles e w. The set S (respec-
tively T „) is the union of the boundaries of the sets eS 
e 2 (respectively e u) and their translated sets which intersect fi 
r is what remains of the boundary r of fi after taking out the 
obstacles. 
Let us set n 
P = n ]0,p.[ 
j = l 3 
and let us consider a. .(p), a (p) such'that 
2.J O 
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00 n 
a^j(p) , a^(p) e L (R") ; 
a... and a are P-periodic; (6.2.5) 
a^ j(p)^ j^ ?j >. a^ iCi'* ao(p) 1 a, a.e. in p, 
where a > 0; ^.,^. e R for all i/j such that x ^ j . 
We set now 
1 e j e 
and consider the problem 
A^u = f in a (6.2.7) 
e e 
u = 0 on r (6.2.8) 
e e 
• u = 0 on S CJ T ^ , (6.2.9) 
e 
where the function f is given in fi. 
6.3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION 
In this section we want to study the behaviour of u as 
e -> 0. We look for u in the form 
e 
2 
u = u + euT+ e UT+ , (6.3.1) 
e o 1 2 ' 
where 
I ' 
u. =u.(x,y,z,p), Y = ~ , z ^ ^ ^^^ P ~ '^ ' (6.3.2) 
and where the functions u. have the following properties: 
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u.(x,y,z,p) is defined for x e Q, y e Y-9, 
z e Z- , p e P; ' (6.3.3) 
u.(x,y,z,p) is Y-periodic in y, Z-periodic in z 
and P-periodic in p; (6.3.4) 
u.(x,y,z,p) = O i f x e fi,ycS, z e T and p e P. 
(6.3.5) 
REMARK 6.3.1: Form (6.3.1) is a formal expansion for the time 
being, and such expansions, with technical differences, have been 
systematically used in Bensoussan, Lions and Papanicolaou [10]. 
With these notations, we find that 
A^= e~^P^-^ + e~^A^ + z~^A^+e~^A^+e~^A +£~'^A +e^A^, (6.3.6) 
where 
« 
^ = - ^ ' ^ i j 'p'i^»- i l r '^ j <p'si:'- 4 ' " i3 ' ""%'" 
: 8 9 : 
I D 1 J 1 D 
(6.3.11) 
Now, we make a formal identification. Let us consider (6.2.7). 
The operator -r-— applied to a function u.(x,y,z,p) becomes 
- 3 9 ^ - 2 9 , - 1 9 , 0 9 /^  o 1 >i^  
e -r—— + e -i^— + e -r— + e T:;— , (6.3.14) 9P„ 9Zj, 9yk 9xj^  
then (6.2.7) is equivalent to the following: 
A^u = 0 , ^ ' (6.3.15) 
1 o ,--
^1^1+ ^2^1^ = 0 , ( 6 . 3 . 1 6 ) 
Aj^U2+ A2Uj^+ A^u = 0 , ( 6 . 3 . 1 7 ) 
A^u_+ A2U2+ A^Uj^^- A ^ U Q = 0 , ( 6 . 3 . 1 8 ) 
A^u^+ A2U2+ A2U2+ A^Uj^+ AgU^ = 0 , ( 6 . 3 . 1 9 ) 
A . u _ + A „ u . + A _ u - + A . u „ + AcUi+ A^u = 0 , ( 6 . 3 . 2 0 ) 
1 5 2 4 J 3 4 z 5 1 6 0 
A^u^+A^Uc+A^u .+A .U-,+AcU^+A,Ui+A_u = f, ( 6 . 3 . 2 1 ) 
1 6 Z D J 4 4 3 b<d 6 1 7 o 
e t c . 
Now, (6.3.15) implies that 
U Q = u^(x,y,z), (6.3.22) 
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since u should be P-periodic. 
From (6.3.22) and (6.3.16), we get 
9a.. 8u 
A.u,= ja _-0 1^"1 9p^ 9Zj • (6.3.23) 
We introduce x (p) by 
9a, 
^X^(P) = - 3 ^ 
(6.3.24) 
X"^  (p) is P-periodic 
then the genecal solution of (6.3.23) is 
9u 
^l = -X''(P) 9 ^ + Uj^(x,Y,z). (6.3.25) 
Now, the equation (6.3.17) admits a P-periodic solution iff 
;(A2U^+ A3U^)dp = 0. (6.3.26) 
We replace the value of u,, given by (6.3.25), in (6.3.26) and 
use (6.3.22), we obtain 
;iu = 0 for jf e Q, Y e Y-e, z e Z-w (6.3.27) 
where 
A = - 9 . 9 . 
92^ ^^ij 9Zj' 
,0 
^ij=T77,^ [aij(p)-a,,(p) \^^ 
p| = n p.. 
j -• 
(p) ] dp (6.3.28) 
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The operator A is the homogenized operator, of the operator A^, 
3 
corresponding to the e P-periodic structure. It is an elliptic 
operator, for example see Bensoussan, Lions and Papanicolaou [10]. 
Therefore, as a function of y and z, u should satisfy 
(6.3.2 7) together with the boundary conditions 
u^= 0 on S (J T, u is Y-Z periodic, 
o o 
Hence 
u^ = 0, (6.3.29) 
and (6.3.25) reduces to u, = u^ (x,y,z). Then (6.3.17) reduces to 
A^U2+ A^Uj^ = 0 (6.3.30) 
so that, the solution of (6.3.30) is 
. 8u^ 
^2 = -X^P) "g^ + U2^^'y'^^* (6.3.31) 
Then (6.3.18) becomes 
A^U2+ A2U2+ A^u^ = 0, (6.3.32) 
which admits a P-periodic solution iff 
/(A2U2+ A2U^)dp = 0, (6.3.33) 
and hqnce 
An^ = 0, 
and,we conclude as "for u that u^= 0. Therefore Up= U2^^'y'^) 
and (6.3.32) gives 
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U 3 = - X ^ ( p ) - ^ + U 3 ( x , y , z ) . ( 6 . 3 . 3 4 ) 
Now ( 6 . 3 . 1 9 ) becomes 
Aj^u^+ A2U3+ A U2 = 0 , ( 6 . 3 . 3 5 1 
which a d m i t s a P - p e r i o d i c s o l u t i o n , i f f 
p 2 3 3 2 ^ 
We get ^u^ = 0 and we conclude as for u and u- that u^= 0. 2 ' o 1 ^ 
Hence we get u_= u-{x,y,z) and (6.3.35) gives 
i ^^3 ~ U4= -X-J(p> -g— + u^{x,Y,z) (6.3.36) 
Then ( 6 . 3 . 2 0) r e d u c e s t o 
A^U5+ A2U^+ A^Q^ = 0, ( 6 . 3 . 3 7 ) 
which admits a P - p e r i o d i c s o l u t i o n i f f , / 
/(A2U2+ A^u ) dp = 0 , 
and we obtain A^ = 0 and we conclude that u-.= 0. Therefore 
u = u.(x,y,z) and (6.3.37) becomes 
1^^ 5"*" ^ 2^4 "^  ° ' (6.3.38) 
which gives 
U5= -X-'(P)y^ + U5(x,y,z) . (6.3.39) 
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The equation (6.3.21) reduces to 
V 6 + 2^"5-' ^ 3^4 = ^ ' (6.3.40) 
which admits a P-periodic solution u^ iff 
b 
•^ / (A U +A U )dp = f, (6.3.41) 
that is 
(AU.= f for X e fi, y e ¥-6, z e Z-o) 
u.= 0 on S U T; 
u is Y and Z-periodic in y and z 
V respectively. 
(6.3.42) 
We introduce v(y,z) by 
Iv = 1 in (Y-ej X (z-o)) 
V is Y-Z periodic 
V = 0 on S U T 
(6.3.43) 
Then u^ = u^(x,y,z ) = v(y,z)f(x) (6.3.44) 
and then (6. 3.3 9) becomes 
8v U5= -X-" (p) f^ (y,z) f (x)+u5(x,y,z) , (6.3.45) 
where u^ i s to be defined. For t ha t one solves (6.3.21) in 
u and one considers -the term in e 6 
AiU_+A„u^+A-Uc.+A.u . = 0 , 1 7 2 6 3 5 4 4 ( 6 . 3 . 4 6 ) 
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Equation (6.3.46) admits a P-periodic solution u_ iff 
which gives an elliptic equation 
lu_= a given function of x,y in Y-6 and z e Z-w. The boun-
dary conditions \JL (X,Y,Z ,p) = 0 on S U T gives 
^^(x^y^z) = X-^  (P) - ^ (y,z)f(x) on S U T , 
which is, in general, impossible to satisfy. 
In order to define u_ one can take for instance u^ = 0 
3 I -5 
for y e S and z e T and one continues the computation in 
this way. Therefore in order to obtain higher order expansion, 
the boundary layer terms near to S U T are necessary. 
6.4. ERROR ESTIMATES 
In this section we' shall justify the above construction. 
THEOREM 6.4.1: We suppose that .^'' 
f e C^CQ, D°'f = 0 on r for every [a] _< 6. (6.4.1) 
Let S and T be the smooth boundaries, then 
Mu^- e^v(y,z)f(x) I I ^  ^Ce^, (6.4.2) 
^ L ( J3 ) 
e 
where C is a constant, A and v are defined by (6.3.28) and 
(6.3.43) respectively. 
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PROOF: We introduce 
m^ = n - (e^u.+ ...+ £^u,) (6.4.3) 
and we shall choose k _< 10, we obtain 
A^4'^ = e^~^ g^ ( 6 . 4 . 4 ) 
where 
^c = ^^^Vk-' Vk-1+ Vk-2-'Vk-3-'\"k-4-'Vk-5^-*-
+e-(A3Uj^+ V k - 1 + ^5^k-2+ V k - 3 - ^ V k - 4 ) •*• 
+E:2(A4UJ^+ ^ V l " " V k - 2 - ' V k - 3 ) •*• 
+ e^{A^u^+ V k - l - ' ^ ^ k - 2 ) + / / ' 
+^ <^Vk-^  Vk-l ' + 
5 
+e ^7^w* I ( 6 . 4 . 5 ) 
By virtue of (6.4.1) and by using the structure of u, , as a 
combination of D°'f, we have 
H' = 0 on r , (6.4.6) 
e e 
and ' l ' = O o n S U T „ . (6.4.7) 
e e 2^ 
Since S and T are smooth and X is elliptic with constant 
(a) 
coefficients, all functions v(y,z),...,v (y^z) are smooth so 
that, if we choose k = 5, we have the following estimates: 
: 96 ; 
^ L (fi ) 
e 
I |H' 1 1 = O(e^) . 
From above two estimates yre have the desired estimate, i.e, 
(6.4.2) . 
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